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SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Gingham Wrappers.
We arc closing out all our flue
Gingham and Tycoon Repp Wrappers. Any
lady in need will please call.
New
Spring Style Prints will lie offered at
same lime in best quality In all sizes of
Ladies’ Wrappers.

LOW PRICE PONGEES.
We have placed on sale 8 cases of line
soft finish Colored Pongee, much preferred by Ladies to the Best Ginghams,
at only 9 cents per yard.

23._PORTLAND,
Commander Truxton’s Reply to Nlr.
Boutelle’s Resolution.
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INSURANCE.

W.D. LITTLE

&C0.,

31 EXCHANGE STREET,
SSufablinhed in i§43.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Go's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone 701.
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cessful home treatment, Address T. S. PAGE, 128
East 2(Sth St.. New York City,
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Wi ATHER.

Washington, March 9.
Indications for Portland and vicinity—
Snow and stationary temperature.

England to-day are
westerly winds, slightly colder, fair weather.
Indications for New

report.
Portland, Me., March 8 1880.
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MAINE.
Rockland’s New City Government.

Rockland, March 8.—'The new city government organized this forenoon. Mayor
Williams’s inaugural address was a well
prepared and business like paper. The city
has reduced its debt the past year $13,500,
and

its present net indebtedness is about

$430,000.

I). M. Murphy was elected chairof the Board of Aldermen; C. F. Ayers,
president, and Enoch Davies clerk of the
Common Council.
Fire in New Harbor.
man

Damamscotta, March 8.—The general
store of Nathaniel J. Hanna in New Harbor
w as destroyed by fire last night with a large
stock, $100 in cash, and books representing
sttM

in

accounts,

nnnna

nveu

over

me

store. All his household goods were burned.
Mr. Hanna places his loss at $0,000; insured
The old Union church building,
$5,300.
worth a few hundred dollars, was also deCause unknown.
Wholesale Merchants Dining.
Lewiston, March 8.—The Wholesale
Dealers' Association of Lewiston and Auburn held their second annual banquet at
the DeWitt House this evening. An elegant
dinner was served and a number of citizens

stroyed.

guests of the association.
The Death of Edwin A. Roundy.
Portsmouth, N. H., March 8.—Concern-

were

ing the death of Edwin A. Roundy there is
no evidence for charging any person with
murder or even assault on the deceased. The
medical examination reveals not the slightThe coroner’s jury
est trace of vioionce.
today found a verdict of accidental death,
and George Roundy was released from custody. The man undoubtedly fell on the ice
and was stunned and unable to rise and
froze to death. His brother, being drunk,
didn’t know of the mishap. On being discharged, lie at once started home with his
brother’s body. Tonight he is very much
broken down over the sad

mishap.

DISOBEYED ORDERS.
Sad

Drowning Accident in
Dartmouth, Mass.

South

New Bedford, Mass., March 8.-—Testerday noon two daughters of Frederick Reed,
Clara M. and Lillie F., residing at Bakersville, South Dartmouth, turned the cows into the pasture, their father being absent.
The girls were aged respectively seven and
nine years. As they departed from home
their mother cautioned them not to venture
upon the pond back of the barn.
The girls
turned the cows into the pasture and then
not mindful of the warning given them took
a slide upon the ice.
In the corner of-the
pond Mr. Reed had cut a hole in the ice to
cows
to
the
drink
enable
and when the girls
reached that spot which had skimmed over
with thin ice they broke through.
A brother of the unfortunate girls four years of age,
the
alarm.
and
home
Mrs.
ran
gave
Reed

attempted

to rescue hef daughters but her at-

tempts were fruitless and before other help
had arrived the little ones sank and were
time

their bodies
were rescued.
Everything was done to reextinct
in
both.
vive them but life was

drowned.

After

some

wide looms 7 cents per cut.

Seymour Dead.
Y., March 8.—Mary Bleecker,

Mrs. Horatio

I tic a, N.
fellet of ex-Governor Horatio Seymour, died
at the residence of Mrs. Rnscoe Conkling at
half past eight o'clock today.

at

was held this forenoon between Mr. Jennings and tlie Knights of Labor arbitration
committee, at which Mr. Jennings offered to
refer the matters in dispute to tlie District
Assembly, agreeing to abide by its decision.
To this the local board would not agree, and

the conference was broken up.
Mr. Jennings went to Boston on tlie noon train to
consult With the District Assembly, and a
delegation of Knights of Labor also went to
protest against that body taking any action
m the premises.
Strikes

Among

Coal Miners.

Pittsburg, Pa., March 8.—An extensive
strike of the coal miners of Federation No.
3, comprising the soft coal districts of tlie
east was inaugurated today for a uniform
scale of wages which was adopted at the
Cumberland conference of Feb. 19th.
At 11
o’clock this morning, a despatch was received from the Maryland regions which reported that all the miners there, numbering
nearly 5C00 men, were out.
Itwins, Pa., March 8.—Twenty-two hundred miners, employed in the mines of tlie
Pennsylvania Gas Company and the West
Moreland County Coal companies came out

morning for an increase.
Cumberland, Md., March 8.—The miners

this

all stopped work this morning in the Cumberland coal regions. The grievances of the
miners and their demands were freely stated
at a large meeting held this afternoon.
A Boycott Lifted.

Cincinnati, March 8.—Tlie difficulties existing between the Dueber Watch Case Manufacturing Company of Cincinnati, O., and
tlie Knights of Labor was satisfactorily settled last Thursday, at Philadelphia, Pa., between Mr. Duebar and the K. of L. Executive Board.
New York Carpenters Co Out.
New York, March 8.—Four thousand
members of the United Order of American
Joiners and the Amalgamated Society of

Carpenters and Joiners stopjied work iiere
today. They demand that the average wages
paid journeymen shall be $3.50 per day of
nine hours each for five days,and eight hours

on Saturday.
Six hundred shops are affected, and at noon 80 bosses had agreed to tlie
demands as presented.

Laboring

Men Warned

Against

Cor-

porations and Capitalists.
Decatur, 111., March 8.—The action of

the Knights of Labor of this city and vicinity in forming a new political party is attracting much attention.
They declare in their

platform:

We have formed a new national political party
to he known as the United Labor Party of America, for the purpose of orvaniziug and directing
the great political power of the industrial masses
as a political organization, and we will cast our
ballots for no one who will not pledge himself to
stand firmly by our principles.

They call upon voters to unite in an effort
to emancipate the wage workers of the country from the iron hand of capital. They declaim at the alarming development anil agciiesfl
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great capitalists and corporations, unless
checked, will inevitably lead to -the pauperization and extreme

ing

degradation

of the toil-

masses.

Opposed to Knights of Labor.
Yerkes &
Philadelphia, March 8.
Plumb, manufacturers of edge tools in
this
locked
out
all their
Frankford,
morning,
—

employes

the initial step in their contest
of Labor.
Tlie firm made
to
their joining the Knights of
objection
Labor, and on Saturday posted a notice requiring all their men to renounce tlie
Knights. The linn say they will sell their
works before they will submit to the interference of a workingmen’s organization.
Grand Master Workman Powderly on
Strikes.
Philadelphia, March 8.—Grand Master
Workman J. V. Powderly, the head of the
Knights of Labor, who is in this city attending a meeting of the general executive board
said tonight to a reporter of the Associated
Press that lie had received no summons to
St. Louis to settle the difficulties between
tlie strikers and the Gould system of railroads west. Mr. Powderly said there is no
significance in the fact that so many strikes
are now in progress in tlie United States by
Assemblies of the Knights of Labor. “It is
a coincidence,” said he, “and there is no
concerted action contemplated by the order
as has been suggested, tlie strikes being incidental and I think chiefly owing to the fact
that this is just the beginning of spring trade
and the opening of a period of prosperity in
with tlie

as

Knights

business.”

On the Railroads.
St. Louis, Mo., March 8.—The strike of a
of
.tlie
part
Knights of Labor on the Gould
system of southwestern railroads ou Saturday, was followed yesterday at various
points along tlie line by a general suspension
of work by all the Knights employed in any
position by tlie railroads. The whole numuci
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Boutelle Says the Letter Is
Weak Confession.

a

Remarkably

Washington, March 8.—The Secretary

of the Navy, in reply to the resolution of
Mr. Boutelle adopted January 22d, today
transmitted to the House a letter from Commodore Truxton,commandant of the Norfolk
navy yard in which the latter says :
In answer to the first statement I respectfully
say that there never were any honorable Inscriptions upon any camion captured by the
United States and placed in the yard obliterated
by my order. In fact no such obliteration lias at
any time taken place. Exposure from the weather
and time had somewhat obliterated the inscriptions placed thereon but they were renewed by
my order last June and are now plainly visible.
Then follows a list of the guns and the inscriptions on them.
Second—The dry dock was never destroyed. It
was partiallv damaged by
the United States
forces when they evacuated the yard iu 1861, and
also by the Confederates when they evacuated
the yard in 18C2, hut in neither case did the damage exceed the destruction of a caisson and the
adjacent masonry. The original structure remained intact as It now appears today, and
therefore the dry dock was never rebuilt.
The only inscription ever authorized to he
placed on the drydock or ever was on the dry
dock Is still there. Therefore the tablet referred
to In the resolution, never having been on thejiry
dock, was not removed,
On
the pumping engine located in a brick
building 1G0 feet from tlie dry dock a plate containing the inscription, Built by Messs.-Woodruff
& Beach, machinists and engineers, Hartford,
Ct.,” was removed aud in its place another substilutcu
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in 1802; rebuilt by the United States government
ill 1803. J. W. Livingstone, commandant; W. H.
Lyons, suuerinteudent of machinery.” I searched
tne records in this office in vain for authority for
tile removal of the original plate and the subsit ution of the other, and could not find that the
change was made by any authority whatever and
1 therefore had it removed.
Since the removal
of the plate referred to, Mr. Lyons lias applied
for it, stating that as he had erected it on Ins own
responsibility and bought and paid for it at liis
own expense, therefore it was his own private

Done in the Senate.
[Special to the Press.]
Washington, March 8.—Owing to the illness of Senator Edmunds the expected debate on iiis resolution did not take place today, and after a long and tiresome speech on
silver by Mr. Bowen of Colorado, the Senate
adjourned in respect to the memory of the
late Senator Miller of California.
Senator Frye’s Fishery Resolution.
Senator Frye intended to have called up
his fishery resolution today, but the early adjournment prevented. He will do so at the
earliest possible moment.

Nominations by the President.
The President sent today the following
nominations to the Senate:
Samuel E. Whitley of the District of Columbia,

to be commissioner of the District of Columbia.
V. O. King of Texas, secretary of legation and
consul general of the United States at Bogota.

Introduced

Petitions
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lo,00(i, and included shopmen, switchmen,
trainmen, brakemen and firemen. No freight

passenger trains went out of St. Louis, or
the Missouri Pacific road yesterday, and its
business in every department is at a complete standstill.
Ti.e Knights have been holding quiet and
orderly meetings in their hall, while their
executive committee were in session today,
waiting to hear from the railroad authorities
to whom they were looking for a proposition
for a conference, at which they hoped to arIt was probable
range their differences.
that unless some proposition of this kind
was made today, the strike would assume
greater proportions, and would injure the
The strikers
road more than it lias already.
are exercising great care that delays of the
mails shall not he attributed to them. They
have appointed delegates from their number
to prepare the mail cars for their trips,
switch them into position, and attach them
to engines. This precaution makes it impossible for the United States government to
prefer charges against them for delaying the
mails, and thus the government can find no
pretext for interfering unless violence is resorted to.
Atchison, Kan., Marcli 8.—The MissouriPacific shopmen employed here, 250 in number, went out today, and all the central
branch freigiit trains were stopped.
St. Louis, March 8.—All the men employed at Carondelet quit work this morning.
This is the river terminus of the Kirkwood
branch of the Missouri-Pacific road, and
large quantities of freigiit, live stock and
grain destined for the east are transferred
across the river there.
Over500 freigiit cars,
many of them laden, stand on the tracks.
Report comes from Dallas, Texas, that the
officials of the Texas & Pacific have in contemplation tiie arrest of the leading Knights
of Labor and strikers at Marshall, Dennison
and other points.
A despatch from Sedalia
says there are 200 cars laden with freight in
the yards there, and that there are several
hundred car loads of California oranges side
tracked along the road between there and
Fort Worth.
The switchmen of the Bridge & Tunnel
Company went out at 8 o’clock tonight. This
will greatly disturb the traffic between the
union depot in this city and the relay depot
in East St. Louis.
All reports tonight indicate that the strike
on the Gould system has become general.
Traffic is at an absolute standstill, nearly all
of the shops have been closed, and all classes
of workmen have joined the movement.
or

Other Strikes.
Fai.i. Kiveb, March 8—Five weavers went
to work in the Barnabee gingham mills this
morning, four of them being learuers. The
strikers say all those at work today cannot
run 13
looms between them, and that no
more will go back.
The\ are still confident
of gaining their demand for an advance.
They meet again tomorrow afternoon.

Third—Mr. Lyons was not superintendent of
at tne time of the removal of the
machinery
plate, lie having been removed by ine for cause on
the 25tli day of April, 1883. The plate ,was removed some time after in May, hence lie was not
removed by me for protesting against the reof the plate referred to.
The letter then proceeds to explain the
causes for Lyon’s removal, one of which was
that he was disloyal to his government in its
time of need—and one of the evidences of his
disloyalty was contained in the following
card which Lyons caused to be published in
June, 18(il, to citizens of Norfolk in the “Day

Book.”
To the public:
I, Wm. 11. Lyons, having been charged with
disloyalty to the Southern Confederacy, proclaim
myself as good a Southerner as any man in the

South and am doing as much to destroy the invaders as any man in the field and if any one wiil
come to the Atlantic Iron Works, 1 will show
them my works which are more than words and
will do all ill my power to promote the independence of the Southern States.
Wm. H. Lyoss,
(Signed)
Foreman Atlantic Iron Works.
The letter says that “the sentiment contained in tlie foregoing letter does not show
as much faithfulness to the United States
government as the resolutions allege.”
Commodore Truxton then mentions that the
board of officers was selected by Secretary
Whitney to supervise and conduct the examination of candidates for the position made
vacant by the removal of Lyons, that full
notice of the examination was given, and six
mechanics attended and were examined. The
board reported that Thos. B. Carr of Baltimore was the best man for the place, and lie
was appointed to the position of master
machinist by the Secretary of the Navy. The
commander declares that the efficiency and
superior work now turned out of the shop
justifies the change made, and denies that
this navy yard is a political asylum for de-

cayed politicians. Applicants are appointed,
he says, on their merits alone, and the
“officers in charge of this yard having all
been engaged on the side ot the United
States in the war, have in no way discriminated against sailors and soldiers, but all
their sympathies are with them, and all the
rights and benefits belonging to them by law
and from their service to their country have
been carefully guarded and freely given
them. I think there are more Union soldiers and sailors employed in this yard today than there were on the day the present
administration came into power.”
In conclusion the Commodore vigorously
defends his administration of the yard, and
asserts that to the bust of his judgment he
lias always prevented politics from being the
controlling element in the yard.
r.iintrrucgman
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as to his opinion of Commodore Trux
ton’s letter said no one had heard of it at tlie
House of Representatives, and it was evidently the intention to get it before the
public before its fallacies could be exposed,
lie also said the letter was a remarkably
weak example of confession and avoidance
but principally a confession. A very curious
eoineedence, adds Mr. Boutelle, is found in
the fact that Commaneant Truxton seems to
have caused the inscriptions on the cannon
to be restored and organized an examining
board for appointments after the publication
last Juno of Congressman Brady’s letter
calling attention to what was going on at
that navy yard. Mr. Boutelle says of this is
all tlie reply tlie secretary lias to make it
will be regarded by tlie country as a complete
vindication of tlie resolution lie (Mr. Boutelle) offered and forced through tlie Democratic

quiry

Frye.
Frye presented today

SENATE.

Washington, Marcli 7.
petitions presented to-day were

a

Among tlie
large number

from

local

assemblies of

Knights of Labor- favoring tlie building of

the Hennepin canal.
Mr. Plumb said they all seemed to emanate
from tlie same central source as they were
handsomely printed and while greatly
respecting the bodies that sent the petitions
he presumed there must be some strong
private interest behind these movements in
the interest of the canal.
Mr. Cullom thought it was a matter of
great public interest.
Mr. Logan said lie took pleasure in introducing these petitions. The canal, Mr. Logan
said, was a great public work and would
cheapen food.
Mr. Manderson presented a petition setting forth that owing to the hopeless destitution in Illinois that canal should be'built
by the government.
A resolution offered by Mr. Cullom was
agreed to directing the committee on expen
diture of the public money to inquire into
the condition and manner of keeping the
records ,pf the adjutant general’s office relating to the military history and services
of federal soldiers engaged in tlie late war,
and what further expenditure may be necessary to place those papers in proper condition.
The morning business having been disposed of Mr. Bowen addressed tlie Senate on
tlie subject of his bill to provide a new basis
for the circulation of national banks.
At 3.20 ii. m. Mr. Stanford announced to
tlie Senate the deatli of Senator Miller of
California, and out of respect to the memory
of the deceased The Semite moved an adjournment, and tlie Senate then adjourned.
HOUSE.
Under the call of States tlie following bills
were introduced:
By Mr. Sillies of Colorado, to provide for an
equitable interchange of business by railroads engaged in inter-State commerce.
By Mr. Seymour of Connecticut, proposing an
amendment requiring Congress to make provision
a general law for bringing suits against liltby
United States,
and lornidding tlie passage of
special acts making compensation for any claim
tlie
United
Slates.
against
liy Mr. Lyman of Iowa, for tlie better protection
of tlie lives of officers and men iii tlie. UnbSJ
States navy.
By Mr. Boutelle of
printed reports of all

Maine, providing

that

tlie

religious, educational and
beneficial associations shall be rated as second
class matter.
By Mr. Buchanan

of New Jersey, to increase
tlie efficiency of life saving stations.
of
New York, to reform the
Mr.
Belmont
By

the efficiency of the consular service, to limit the
exaction of fees for the verification of invoices
and to regulate the use of official seals and col
lection of fees thereon in legations and cousulaics
of the United States. It provides fur the payment of consols exclusively by salaiies, and regulates the character and number of their employes.
Mr. Reagan of Texas, from tiie committee
on commerce, reported back the inter-State
commerce bill, and it was placed on the calMr. O’Neil of Pennsylvania was
endar.
granted leave to file a minority report on the
In the morning hour, Mr. Crisp of Georgia,
in behalf of the committee on Pacific railroads, called up tiie bill requiring the Pacific
railroads to pay the cost of survey of the
lands granted to them by the general government, and to take out patents for the

land.

Pending further discussion the hour

of California then arose and
CXjlreMorrow
melancholy duty devolves on me

said: “The
to announce the death of Senator John F.
Miller of California who died in this city
todav after a prolonged illness. Congress
will undoubtedly set apart some day hereafter for the purpose of giving expression to
the sentiments entertained for the .character
and great public services of Senator Miller,
and 1 offer the following resolutions:
Resolved, That the House has received with
profound sorrow the intelligence of the death of
Senator John F. Miller of California.
Resolved, That out of respect to ills memory the
House do now adjourn.
The resolutions were unanimously adopted, and accordingly at 4.05 the House ad-

journed.

__

John Teem*-r, the oarsman, has accepted
an offer of §2000 to have his coming race
with Gnudaur take place on White Bear
Lake, Minnesota.

Senator

resolution
of Ilirigo assembly of Knights of Labor of
Belfast, Me., urging the passage of Senator
Senator

nr

Mitchell’s bill prohibiting Chinese immigration. He also presented memorials from assemblies of Knights of Labor of Portland
and Augusta, urging an appropriation for
the Hennepin canal.
Not Entitled to Certain

Privileges,

the decision by the solicitor of
Acting
the treasury that a corporation is not and
cannot be a citizen of tlie United States in the
political sense of citizenship, the secretary
of the treasury holds that the Clark Bros
Lumber Company, an institution incorporated under the laws of the State of New
York, and of which one of the members is
an alien is not entitled to the privileges conferred by Section 2508 of the Revised Statutes
which provides that products of the forests
of the State of Maine upon the St. John
river and its tributaries, owned by American
citizens and sawed or hewed in the Province
of New Brunswick by American citizens,
may be admitted to ports of the United
States free of duty.
on

FIRE RECORD.

Big

Ocean Steamship
Company’s Wharf in Jersey
City, N. J.
Blaze on

an

Steamer Lydian Monarch Damaged
and Much Property Destroyed.

New York, March 8.—This morning

a

fire at Long Dock broke out at about 2.20
o’clock among a quantity of jute stored upon
the pier of the Monarch Steamship Company. It is thought the fire was caused by
spontaneous combustion. An alarm was
sent out, Which was quickly followed by a
second alarm, and then a general call, bringing the entire city fire department to the
The fire boat Susquehanna was lying
scene.
in one of the slips with steam on, aud the
dock iiands got out a line of hose from her
and aid good work. Tlie fire boats Don
Juan, Van Houten and Buffalo, steam tugs
Uncle Abe, Young
Horsnnus, America,
America and Bayonne also responded to the
alarm, and soon had streams upon the fire.
Two steamships, tlie Egyptian Monarch and
Lydian Monarch, were lying alongside the
company’s pier. The Egyptian Monarch
was nearly loaded and was to have sailed for
Loudon today. She was towed into midstream after being slightly scorched about
the bows, hut the Lydian Monarch, whicu
was docked on Saturday, was not so fortunate. The fiames destroyed her rigging,
three life-boats and the greater portion of
tlie wood work on her main deck. She was
towed to tlie place vacated by the Egyptian

fairs.
An Address That Will be Read With
Interest.

Gentlemen of the City Council,—By the
of our fellow citizens, we have been
chosen to administer the municipal government
of Portland for the ensuing year. In conformity to the city charter, we are now assembled to assume this responsible trust, and
that we will discharge it with
to make oath
fidelity. It is fitting that we enter upon our

suffrages

it unadvisable to send her away from tlie
dock.
There were two frame sheds on the steamship company’s dock, which were separated
by covered gangways. These sheds were
respectively 600 by 60 and 400 by 60 feet. The
large shed was on the shore end of the pier
and was totally destroyed, together with a
large quantity of jute, tobacco, woolen
goods, and other European freight. The
fiames also destroyed the offices at the end of
the shed, but were headed off at the gangway. The ferry houses and Erie railway
passenger depot were not damaged, although
at times in great danger.
The fire spread from the burning shed on
the dock to a building used for the collection
of milk freights. The milk depot adjoining
consisted of a long open shed and two trains
of ears loaded with milk stood beside it.
One train was saved intact, but tlie other,
consisting of five cars, was destroyed.
The loss cannot bo ascertained definitely,
owing to the destruction of the steamship
books and papers, but the damcompany’s
age to the Lydian Monarch is estimated at
about §20,000; loss on wharf and shed is
placed at about $70,000. Rough estimates on
the quantity of freight lost is aggregated
about $300,000.
The Egyptian Monarch will receive the
remainder of her-cargo from lighters, and
tlie Lydian Monarch will complete unloading
at tlie’ undamaged section of the pier.
DEATH IN A MINE.

Explosion in the Connells-

Terrible

—r

Believed to be Dead
Several Others Injured.

and

ITtt.su crg, Pa., March 8.—The Reeds’
coal works near Dunbar, Pa., in the Connellsvile reirion. was the scene of a terrible
explosion of gas this afternoon about 3
At the time of the
o’clock
explosion 10
Eleven have been taken
men were at work.
out badly burned, but the others are still in
the mine and are believed to be dead. Those
taken out are seriously injured but physicians are of the opinion that some of them
may recover._
The Carnival at New Orleans.
New Orleans, March 8.—The carnival
season was inaugurated here today by the
arrival of Rex, who was received with military and civic honors. The procession moved
through the city from the depot of the Illinois Central Railroad to the head of Canal
street, where iiis majesty and suite accompanied by a military escort and a largeonnumthe
ber of prominent citizens embarked
royal llotilla for the exposition grounds
of
the
amidst
cannon, blowing of
booming
steam whistles and shouts of the multitude.
A formal reception took place at Music Hall.
FOREICN.

Seven Men Killed by the Explosion
of a Tug’s Boiler.
Sad Result of the Business Depression in Great Britain.
Cladstone Said to be III and Confined
to His Bed.

Thirty Laborers

a Turkish RailKilled.

on

way

London, March 8.—The boiler of the tug
Refteman exploded in Cardiff harbor, Wales,
this morning. The vessel and a crew consisting of six persons were blown to atoms.
The cylinder of the engine struck an Italian
ship a quarter of a mile distant and killed
the pilot.
London’s New Chief Commissioner
of Police.

Malcolm Wood, now chief constable of
Manchester, will succeed Sir Edmund Henderson as chief commissioner of the Metro-

politan police force.

Business
Depression in
Creat Britain.
The London and North Western Railroad
Company has issued an order discharging
one thousand navvies from employment. The
men thrown out of work by this order are
nearly all Irishmen, and the company says
the present depression of trade in Great
Result

ornain

of

nas maue

ns

present

acuuu

ncvca-

sary.

Gladstone III.
It has been ascertained that Gladstone is
confined to his room, and that he has spent
all the time since Saturday in bed. The mininsters who had been required by the exigencies of the State’s business to call upon
the premier during that time were received
by him in his bedroom. He attends to his
necessary correspondence by dictating from
his couch.
A

Fearful

Passage.

The British steamer Acton, Captain Gowing, from Baltimore, February 19th, has arFearful storms ocrived at Queenstown.
curred during the voyage, in which the boats
were lost.
Two sailors were washed overboard and another was killed at the wheel.

Railway Laborers Attacked.
Constantinople, March 8.—A desperate

attack was made by Amauts today on navvies working on the Turkish Railways near
Vranga. Several engineers and thirty workmen were

killed.

Foreign Notes.
The Russian government has expelled a
number of foreigners, mostly Germans, from
the province of Courland.
The report of the Pails exhibition of 1878
shows a deficit of 33,000,000 francs.
Commissioner Bernard has proclaimed the
permanent annexation of Burmafi under the
sovereignty of Queen Victoria, and granted
a general amnesty to the notorious rebel
leaders, the Hncoits and other murderers.

due sense of their

importance,

—.....

.,..

Portland relative to its prosperity and
growth. Several handsome and commodious
business blocks have been erected, and small
manufactories established, adding materially
Much of the activity in real
to our valuation.
estate may be traced to the reduction in our
rate of taxation, which has fallen from $2.45
the average rate on the $100 for the ten years
preceding 1883, to $2.05 the average rate since
then. It should be our settled policy not to
increase this rate, but to reduce it to the lowest
point that true economy will admit. Formerly
it was the custom, when money was needed
for city uses, to issue bonds therefor, payable
Under this method the
at some future date.
city, like the individual whose credit is good,
was apt to incur liabilities thoughtlessly, and
sometimes injudiciously, because their pressure
This custom
was not to be immediately felt.
eoon through the
was
reversed none too
passage of a statute, whereby the city is compelled to pay as it goes, and can issue
its bonds only to provide for those which
are
maturing. This practice is working
out the best results. Our debt is being annually reduced ; our interest levy is growing smallrate of taxation
er year by year; and the
should, with the natural increase in wealth and
ordinary prudence in expenditure, become
gradually lessened, until our city will no
longer be avoided by capital on account of excessive taxation.
In alluding to the different departments of
our city administration, the one first claiming
The city treasour attention is the financial.
urer has furnished me with the following
of

STATEMENT OF THE CITY DEBT.
The

municipal

was
one

Less

debt

ou

to

accomplish their work with the funds
probably be placed at their disposal.

that

§930,500

city note paid since that date,

5o0

Bonds in aid of the Atlantic and St.
Lawrence railroad fully secured by-

mortgage and sinking fund, due as
follows:
Due November 2, 188(1,
$240,000
1887,
233,000
1S88,
308,000

denstmrg

railroad.

Original

787,000

Under the supervision of Chief Engineer
this important department has been
maintained in a good state of efficiency. The
fires which have been numerous, at least this
winter, have been well handled and to general
satisfaction.
During the past year a new

engine has been purchased, thereby obviating
the necessity of any special expenditure in the
except for the additional hose

annually required. It is our paramount duty to keep this department in fine
order, that all danger from conflagration may
be reduced to the minimum.
POLICE.

This force has been well styled the “right

issue

$4,285,500

Available Assets.

Gas stock 1700 shares, notes receivable and trust funds on which the
city pays interest only, $101,000 14
51,422 27
Sinking fund, say,

Bond secured by sinking fund and
mortgage of the Atlantic and .St.
Lawrence railroad,
787,000
Building Loan bonds secured bv mortgage, Ac, 325,000

1,268,082 41
debt March 2,1886, without deduction of value of Portland and
Ogdeuburg railroad stock and its
bonds held by the city,
3,017,417 59
The net debt has been reduced the past year
at least $37,000; and will be further reduced
before the 1st of April next by additional receipts on sinking fund account, &c.
Municipal bonds will mature during the
coming financial year, 1880-7, as follows:
September 1,18S6,
October 1,1886,

$30,000
20,000
30,000

Making,
$80,000
for payment of which the sinking fund will

doubtless be sufficiently adequate.
There will also mature 2nd November, 1886,
bonds to amount of $246,000, the funds for
payment of which are to be provided by the
commissioners of the Atlantic and St. Lawrence
railroad sinking fund.
CITY CLERK’S
OFFICE.
The work of indexing the public records
has been continued, making them much more
As there
available for the use of citizens.
still remains much to be done in this direction,
and especially a general index of the city records pioper, is very desirable, I recommend
that the very small appropriation required to
continue the work, be made.

SCHOOLS.

There is

which appeals so
strongly to our self-interest, and merits so
generous a response from every one who has
the well-being of society at heart, as our public schools. Through their beneficial workings,
not only is material wealth increased in the
same
proportion as intelligent labor rises in
value above unintelligent, but the moral and
intellectual powers are trained for the highest
usefulness. It has been truly said that our
public school system is the bulwark of our
republican institutions. Any signs of progress in our schools are especially gratifying,
and I am happy to state that such evidences
are not lacking, as appears from the reports of
the superintendent of schools and the different
sub-committees of the school board. Tor the
details relating to the various schools and their
respective condition, the programme of school
work, instruction, method of government, &c.,
I refer you to the annual reports. I will allude
to one recommendation contained in the report of the superintendent, as especially worthy
of your attention. It is urged that public
necessity requires the erection of a new school
house for the School street district. It is stated
that the building now employed was, ten years
ago, pronounced by the committee on public
buildings, unfit for further use. This statement is emphaticallj corroborated
by the
supervisor for that district. The superintendent suggests that, by the erection of a newbuilding containing six or eight rooms, in a
suitable location, the district lines can be
changed so as to relieve the crowded rooms in
the Brackett and Vaughan street houses, thus
obviating the necessity of providing additional
accommodations in those districts for some
years. As all appropriations for school purposes are voted by the council, the question of
granting the above recommendation must be
left to your decision.
no

department

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

public buildings are reported, for the
most purt, in good condition.
The City buildwill
need some repairs on the roof, and I
ing
uur

informed that new boilers will be required
the present year, as the ones now in use, having been employed since 1866, are in a somewhat hazardous condition. A small appropriation will suffice for this department, unless
you should decide to follow the recommendation of the school board to which allusion has
am

just been made.
STREETS.

Under this branch of municipal labor

are

involved large expenditures in which there is
a wide
margin for judicious or injudicious outlay. There are more than oO miles of streets
which must be kept safe and suitable for
travel, and much judgment can be used in securing the best results upon these at the least
cost.
Under this department also, come the
many bridges which our city is compelled to
support, some of which, notably Pride's
bridge and Stroudwater bridge, I can see no
reason why Portland should maintain, and I
suggest that measures be taken to relieve ourselves from further maintenance of the same.
One good feature of the past year’s work has
been the laying of considerable granite paveupon

our

thoroughfares.

Experience

has demonstrated thut this pavement excels in
durability, and it is economy to devote as

much of the
manent

appropriation yearly to such perimprovement, as can be consistently

spared. An extra draft
street appropriation this

board of aldermen

are

will be made upon the
year by reason of the
ice storm, and more than ordinary prudence
| will be required on the part of the committee

invested with additional

members of the police
without a formal hearing. Although, at first,
such authority would appear too summary, yet
experience had demonstrated the inutility of a
law which compassed an officer’s removal only
after a public trial. Under the revision better
discipline can be maintained, and the marshal
and committee of police can be held responsible for the efficiency of the organization.

authority

to

remove

BOARD

Net

August 1, 1880,

of the executive.” Upon them are we
dependent for the preservation of good order,
and the practical enforcement of the laws. By
recent changes in the statute the mayor and
arm

1,043,500

$1,350,000. Outstanding,
Due September 1, 1907,
1,200,000
Building Loan bonds, secured bv
mortgage of real estate, &c
Original issue $895,000. Outstanding,
Due June 1, 1887,
325,000
Gross debt March 2,1880,

along Commercial

sewer

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

railroad.

Bonds iu aid of Portland and Og-

ment

When this

sewer

shall be completed as
originally designed, in the opinion of experts,
no further trouble need be apprehended from
I suggest that
sewer deposits in the docks.
you consider the practicability of extending
this year this sewer from Centre street to
Maple street, as this extension will accord with
the original plan, and save the city any expense of further dock dredging in this direction.
The Back bay nuisance has engrossed attention the past year, and the work of the season
has been devoted “to enlarging the lower water
area of the bay by bringing channels of constant water in through the flats and up to the
sewer outfalls, the end in view being the beginning of the process of dilution of the sewerage from the moment of its discharge; and
its diffusion from a body of water constantly
changing, and rapidly increasing during the
flood tide, instead of from the flats under its
condition of partial arrest at low water.” To
accomplish these results “the old channel leading from the southerlymain channel to Gould’s
wharf has been excavated to the width of 60
feet from the line of 8 feet depth at mean low
water, to the coal sheds, a distance of 700 feet,
bringing in to that point the above named
depth of water, and then extending un additional distance of 700 feet to the head of the
dock, gradually shoaling to 2 feet at mean lowFrom the coal sheds a channel 50 feet
water.
wide has been dug nearly up to Deering’s
bridge, a distance of 2,850 feet, having an average depth of 5 feet at mean low water. From
this channel another 40 feet wide and 600 leet
long has been dug to the Somerset street locaat
frtrst rtf
PpmtI RtrPPf. wHaTO it TPceives the outfall of Pearl street sewer and a
large sewer which has been built through
Somerset street to intercept the Alder, Preble,
Elm, Cedar, Chestnut and Myrtle street sewers.
With these provisions and other sanitary improvements of a similar character, an account
of which can be found in the city engineer's
report, it is thought no further troubles will be
experienced from the Back bay for some years.
The basis for the above method of disposing of
the sewerage, is in strict conformity with the
conclusions reached by a commission appointed
to consider a system of drainage for the valleys
of the Mystic, Blackstone and Charles rivers,
in Massachusetts.
Many valuable extracts
from their report are published in the report of
our city engineer for this year, where appears
an exhaustive treatise on the whole
subject of
sewerage, as applied to our Back bay,—a careful perusal of which is recommended not only
to yourselves, but to all our citizens.
street.

which is

Original issue
$1,150,000. Outstanding,
Due July 1, 1887,
$027,500

Due

partially
large intercepting

year to come,

Bonds in aid of Portland and Rochester

DRAINS AND SEWERS.

The public health demands a good sanitary
condition. Since the systematizing of our sewthe introduction of
erage system together with
in
Sebago water, there has been a diminution
the death rate of our city, and a marked deand epicrease in the number of cases of fever
demic disease traceable to poison from excreOur city is admirably sitmentitious matter.
uated for perfect sewerage, being mostly surrounded by water, and with sufficient elevation to keep the sewers free. The principal
difficulties have arisen from deposits through
the outlets into the docks, and upon the shores
The former trouble has been
of Back bay.
remedied by the construction of the

Cloves

March 31,1885,

$930,000
$2,000 due prior to March 31, 1885 but not yet
is
for
included
in
the
above.
payment
presented

ville, Pa., Region.
Six Men

a

and with n purpose single to the best interest
of the city. In no other way can we fully
and
meet the measure of our responsibility,
reasonably satisfy the expectations of those
with
their
confidence.
who have"honored us
It is both gratifying and auspicious that so
are
number
not
new to your
many of your
labors, but can bring at once into available use
a knowledge of
municipal affairs acquired in
former city governments. The best service to
the city, generally speaking, comes after experience ; and our citizens, recognizing this
fact, show wisdom in returning, so far as possible, such members of the council as have
proved themselves faithful and efficient.
Upon the inauguration of a new city government, it is customary to review the general
condition of city affairs in the past, as well as
point out any measures for their welfare in the
A retrospective glance
over
the
future.
previous year, affords a creditable showing for
the various city departments; while, in gen-

Monarch, Superintendent Madigan deeming

House._'__

XLlXth CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.

by

Interesting Review of the City’s Af-

duties" with

PRICE

1886._HBfELflMB

CHAPMAN’S INAUCURAL.

MAYOR

Nothing

property.

Mavortaill

Haverhill, Mass., March 8.—The labor
struggles at Jennings & Co’s shoe factory
remain Juusettled.
A protracted session

o>

33
33

29.78

Advancing Wages.

Thfl HontAct

oc

New London
Boston, Mass
East port. Me
Mt. Wasll’t’n
Portland, Me
Albany, N. Y
New York...
Norfolk, Va.

discharged because

Salem, March 8.—The Naumkeag Steam
Cotton Company has posted notices that
weekly payments will go into effect in its
mills April 14. The increase made in the
of
machinists
wages
employes gives
and painters 10 cents rise per day; carpenters and week hands5 cents per day; weavers on narrow looms 0 cent per cut; weavers

local weather

__

was

labor party. No settlement was made, and a meeting of Knights of
Labor will be held tonight to consider the

take.^j

|g

DPtPVIW

Dissatisfied With a Coal Dealer.
Brockton, March 8.—A committee from
the Knights of Labor waited upon S. S.
Brett, a coal dealer here, today, concerning
the return of the drivers and other help who
were recently ordered out by that organization on account of the refusal of Mr. Brett
to reinstate one Reardon, whom the labor

question.

tres3 from
I n d igestiou

Hearty

Rockland, March 8.—The Rockland lime
manufacturers signed the proposition present
ed by the District Board, Knights of Labor,
and today lime burning was resumed after a
cessation of six weeks.
The agreement remains in force for one year, and gives increased wages to workmen all around.

organization claimed
of acting with the

Mr

Leave

Miners.

HINES BROTHERS.

the Charges
Ceneral Denial of
Therein Contained.

still.

V

MOKN1NQ, MARCH

can

The Strike on the Could System of
Railroads Has Become Ceneral.

at

TUESDAY

FROM WASHINGTON.

NORFOLK NAVY YARD.

QUESTION.

THE LABOR

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

OF

HEALTH.

I am not aware that any report has emanated
from this body of its doings for the past year,
but our citizens are generally cognizant of the
good services performed by its agent, Mr.
Stevens. It will be our duty to continue it
the coming season, co-operating with the State
board of health in efforts to remove the causes
of contagious disease and maintain the general health of the people.
OTHER DEPARTMENTS.

Lack of time precludes my making special
mention of the work accomplished in other
departments, such as the almshouse. Evergreen cemetery, board of commissioners of
public grounds, Sec., all of which are in charge
of faithful officers, taking special care to wisely
expend the moneys with which they are enIt is certain that our helpless poor
trusted.
are made comfortable, our cemeteries are being
enlarged and beautified, while the improve
ments on our parks and public grounds are
going on with continuity under a plan that,
with small annual appropriations, will yield
marked results in the course of a few years.
UNIMPROVED

REAL ESTATE.

The policy which was adopted a few years
since ot the sale ol the city s unimproved real
Land
estate has been bearing good fruit.
from which we derived no income, and upon
which we were obliged to yield revenue to the
State, has been converted into taxable property with homes established thereon, which,
otherwise, would have been gained by suburban towns.
It is a disappointment that the shops of the
Maine Central railroad have not been located
as
originally conditioned when the grant of
land was made that corporation. It is confidently hoped that they will soon ajail themselves of the unusually tine location offered
for such an establishment; but if not, an
agreement has been made to reimburse the city
for land granted them.
Perhaps at no distant day it may seem
judicious to lay out the city poor farm into
streets, and offer the lots for sale. Much of it
is extremely valuable for building purposes,
and the sum realized from it would readily
defray the expense of transferring the almshouse to another location, say some island in
our
bay, where the inmates -would be more
comfortably quartered than now. Such a
transfer would bring a large area of land
almost immediately into taxable valuation.
COMMITTEES.

Allow me to remind you of the great importance of a right constitution of committees.
Very much of the work of municipal affairs
must necessarily be done by the appropriate
committees, to whom are left matMemters of detail and small expenditure.
bers of the council should take those positions
on committees to which they are best adapted

by training

or

experience.

STREET LIGHTTXO.

Among the manifold uses to which elsehas been applied, through modern dis-

tricity

falls

city

some other

no

for three
many of our
historic
signifito

plan

our

part

to

the

will he carried out.

RAILWAY

MATTERS.

PORTLAND Jt OODENSBURG.

The report of the receiver of the .Portland
and Ogdenshurg Railroad for the quarter
ended December 31, 1885, has been filed at
the office of the clerk of courts. The gross
earnings for the quarter were $75,338.54.
The operating expenses $53,606.67. The net

RAILROAD.

subject which

admin-

July 9,1811; married May 4, 1837, Charles
H. Eldridge, who was bom April 16, 1810,
and died Oct. 6, 1846. Sarah married James
Parton in January, 1856; she died in New
Her children were:
York, Oct. 10, 1872.
Mary S., born 1838, died March 17, 1845;
Graeey, born Feb. 24, 1841; married Mortimer Thomson, May 2, 1861; died Dec. 13,
1862-. Ellen, born Sept. 20, 1844.
Natnaniel Willis, the father, established
in Portland in 1803, the Eastern Argus, in
opposition to the Federal party. Six years
after it was sold to Francis Douglas, a
brother of Mrs. J. I). Hyde. Mr. Willis attempted to establish in Portland from 1810
to 1812, a complete newspaper founded upon
a religious basis, but it was a time of war,
and though the plan was approved he found
little substantial encouragement. He went
to Boston, and in 1816 established the Boston
Recorder, the first religious newspaper ever
published. It was complete in every deThe first numpartment of general news.
was published January 3, 1816.
It is now
continued under the present title of “The
Congregationalist.” This is the 71st year of
In
1827 he established the
publication.
Youth’s Companion, now in its 59th year, a
most vigorous paper.
The other children were: Lucy Douglas
Willis, bom 1804; married Josiah F. Bumstead of Boston in 1823;
Louisa Harris
Willis, bora in 1807; married Rev. Louis
Dwight, Boston, 1824; Julia Dean Willis,
born 1809; Mary Perry Willis, born 1813;
married Joseph Jenkins, Jr., in 1831; Edward Payson Willis, born 1807; died 1853;
Richard Storrs Willis, bom 1819, (an eminent
musiciau); married Jessie Cairns in 1852,
she died in 1858, and he married Alexandrine Campau in 1861: Ellen Homes Willis,
born 1821: married Charles F. Dennett in
1843, and died in 1844.
The mother died March 21, 1844.
Mr.
Willis was again married July 8, 1845, to
Mrs. Susan (Capeu) Douglass.
E. F. D.

armories

OODENSBCRQ

our

April 23, 1848; Lillian, April 27, 1850; Edith,
Sept. 23, 1853; Bailey, May 30, 1857.
Sarah Payson VV illis, born in Portland

a
it
possesses
on
much value,
which account
they strongly oppose its demolition. The spot
unon which it stands is regarded bv a large
majority of our voters as the most desirable location for the monument, which it is proposed
to erect to the honor and memory of our soldiers who died in the civil war.
Whatever
my individual views may be as to the superiority of this location for the monument, or
the feasibility of the city’s quit-claiming its
interest in this property, in trust to the monument association, for the sacred purpose of
their memorial. I shall regard it my duty to
subordinate them to the popular will expressed
at the polls, provided, after still further investigation and discussion, measures looking in
that direction should meet with concurrent approval at your hands.
AND

make

Mrs. Hyde says that Nathaniel Parker
Willis was named from the first for his
mother (Parker) and Sarah P. for her Aunt
Sarah, and their pastor Edward Payson. The
mother of Dr. Payson, Grata Payson, not
being known familiarly to them.
The house where N. P. Willis was born
wasnot on Essex street, but on Wilmot
street, the second house from Congress
street. On the corner of Congress and Wilmot was the home of Mrs. James B. Cahoon’s mother.
The Willis family afterwards moved to Essex, now Franklin, street,
where Sarah P. was born. Was it the borne
of Mrs. Belford, as you had it, or Mrs. Bedlow ?
Nathaniel Parker Willis, the second child
of Nathaniel and Hannah (Parker) Willis,
was born in Portland on Jan. 20, 1806
He
married, Oct. 1,1836, Mary L. Stace, born in
1816. She died March 25,1845. The children
were Imogen, born June 20. 1842; Grinned,

of

there is

we can

success.

Baxgok, March 5, 1886.
The article in the Pit ess of yesterday,
respecting N. P. Willis, was seen by Mrs.
Julia Douglass Hyde, now living in this
city, (vigorous, at 93 years of age,) whose
home was for many years in Portland, and
for a time as a boarder in the family of his
father, Nathaniel Willis; his mother being a
sister of Mrs. Hyde’s father.
She says that she has wondered why there
had not been some memorial ere this of the
fact that Portland was the native place of
Nathaniel Parker, and Sarah Paysen Willis,
and is hoping that the suggestion made or

OLD CUT HALL.

PORTLAND

a

Nathaniel Parker Willis-

building yields annually an income of
$1900 from rentals, besides furnishing a ward

Probably

government, that

constitutents and contribute
welfare of our beloved city.

This

cance

only by the hearty and
co-operation of every member of the

By conducting the city
affairs as we would
personally conduct our
own business,
bringing into them the same in tel
igence, application, economy and wisdom,
leaving aside partisan narrowness and prejudice
and uniting together for conservative government, we shall meet the requirements of our

PORTLAND CENTENNIAL.

citizens,

CONCLUSION,

say that it is

istration

The centennial anniversary of Portland occurs upon July 4th of this year, it being precisely one hundred years from that date
since what was then known as Falmouth
Neck was set off from the town of Falmouth
and incorporated into a sev arate town called
We should seem remiss in our
Portland.
appreciation of the event if we let this anniUpon sucli a dav.
versary pass unnoticed.
the history of the past hundred years should
and
the sons of Portbe publicly recounted,
land, scattered all over our country, should
be welcomed home to join with us in the celebration. As the anniversary occurs upon
the Fourth of July, it might be judicious to
unite both celebrations in one. If any action
is to be taken in observing this anniversary,
allow me to suggest that it be done promptly
by the appointment of suitable committees,
as much of the work of preparation must of
necessity be slow.

Also,

me

earnest

ICE STORM.

and

the ground.

to

IN

let

We recall this memorable storm with feelings of minaled consternation and sorrow. It
is not within the recollection of our oldest inhabitant that a like destructive storm ever occurred.
The morning following the 28th
January, 1886, instinctively carried us back to
the morning of the great fire of 1866. The
appearance, then, of those, tall, naked chimneys, the only remnants of our homes, was
desolate in the extreme. The feelings awakened
in us this year, as we witnessed the destruction of 6ur beautiful trees, the pride of our
and sad.
The
same
city, were drear
desolation
air of
pervaded all, despite
the beautiful effects which such storms produce. The largest and oldest of our trees
have suffered most, and in many instances we
watched the forester with pangs of regret as
and another of these old land
we saw one
marks cut down. The work of clearing is
necessarily slow and the expense correspondingly large. Already three thousand dollars
have been expended, and but a small portion of
the trees have been cared for. This draft upon
the city’s resources can be materially lessened
by each citizen, as far as possible, looking after
the trees in the vicinity of his home. Such
practice is not generally allowable, but the
special emergency would seem to justify it.
While the beauty and outline of our trees
have been greatly impaired, if there is prompt
application of suitable measures for their preservation, it is stated on good authority that
what now seems a great calamity may ultimately prove a decided advantage in more vigorous growth and beauty of foliage.

for ward four,

our

ordinary prudence.

EQUAL ENFORCEMENT OF
THE LAWS.
A public magistrate who is
sworn to execute
the laws lias no discretion as to their enforcement.
Whatever hia personal ideas
upon the
merits or the expediency of the
statutes, his
is
to
see
that
plain duty
they are obeyed, and
that any violation of them shall meet with its
due penalty. To execute one law and
neglect
the execution of another, is injustice to
society
and subversive to law itself. The officer who
the
lad
who
arrests
steal
to
promptly
may
satisfy his hunger, and takes no cognizance of
the saloon where liquor is sold in violation of
statute, is not only derelict in the performance
of his duty, but becomes an instrument of injustice under the law, and a public instructor
against the authority of law itself. If violation of law is permitted in one instance, justice demands that it be allowed in others, and
thus the whole fabric of good government

com-

mands such earnest attention among our business men as the city’s interest in the Portland
and Ogdensburg railroad. Scarcely more than
a decade ago our city
prompted by many of
its wealthiest and most influential citizens,
as a result,
was led into this enterprise, and,
has invested in it principal and interest more
than three million dollars. We are annually paying in taxes more than eighty thousand dollars in teiest on this investment, and
eventually one million three hundred and fifty
thousand dollars of the principal, which remains at the present time unpaid, must be
liquidated. This burden is permanently fixed
upon us and should render us doubly zealous
to secure any benefit to the city which may
result from its imposition. It is a matter of
congratulation that the toad having passed
of trial and
stages
through various
seldom exembarrassment, such as are
perienced in railroad history, has been
delivered out of them all with its identity
preserved and its usefulness never more promising than now. It is needless to rehearse its
history, as you are familiar with it through
public agitation. The present date finds the
road in the hands of a receiver, and foreclosed by the trustees for the benefit of the
second-mortgage bond-holders. Prior to the
expiration of the preceding city government,
the trustees asked the city to take the necessary steps, in connection with the other bondholders. for a meeting preliminary to organizaAction
tion of the road under the statute.
on
this request waB postponed to this city
government, and the matter will very likely
come before us at an early date.
The questions growing out of the sale or
lease of this road are most absorbing and vi ,1.
However our citizens may be divided on '.lie
expediency of selling or leasing the road, or
the details connected with its reorganization,yet

earnings

were

$21,731.87.

SUBURBAN NEWS.
8ACCAI1APPA.

Mr. Samuel Babb, aged 73 years, a native
of this village, was found dead in his stable
Sunday morning. He had been in feeble
health for a number of years, but no special
cause is assigned for his sudden death.
Mr.
Babb made farming his special business,
and was an industrious man and highly re-

spected citizen.
The Republicans hold a caucus for nomofficers on Wednesday

inating municipal

evening.
A large part of the seats in Odd Fellows'
Hall have been secured for Hon. W. W.
Thomas, .Ir.'s, lecture Wednesday evening.
At a
March

Psi Upsilon Fraternity.
meeting of Kappa Chapter, held
5th, the following preamble and reso-

lutions

were

adopted:

Whereas, It has pleased the All-wise Killer of
the Universe to remove from this life our brother
Jeremiah E. Pond, cla3s of 1863, therefore,
Resolved, That we deeply mourn the death of a
brother, whose Christian virtues and manly qualities endeared him to all who knew him.
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved family In this, their sad afflic-

tion.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
sent to tlie family of the deceased, the chapters of
the Fraternity and to the press.
J. C. PABKEll, ’86,
C. C. Choate, '87.
K. W. Uoei.no, '88.
Bowdoin College, March 8, 1886.
The Lord’s Day.
that there is at present great
reason for attention being given to a better
observance of the Lord’s Day, tiie ministers
of Portland and vicinity have voted to present this subject to their respective congregations in sermons on Sunday, March 14.
We do most earnestly invite all pastors
throughout the State to join us in this servino finnimr thorohv ti\ rPlll’h <111(1 STOUfW
those who care for the physical, moral, and
spiritual welfare of men.
This invitation was extended by the vote
of the clergyman present at a meeting held
K. T. Adams, President.
March 8th
A. T. Dunn, Secretary.

Believing

upon one point they are substantially agreed,
viz : that no sale or lease shall be consummated
which shall not, under its terms, absolutely
secure to our city the advantages for which it
This road was intended to
was projected.
form a link in a transcontinental line of rail-

Frequently they

solicited to take positions merely to be
serviceable to others. I trust that nothing of
this kind will enter into the composition of
our committees.
They should not be organized with a view to patronage.
And in this connection, let me speak of
another matter, which I deem worthy of your
consideration. It is the prevailing custom for
members of the city government to furnish
supplies and labor to the city, whenever in the
an
course of circumstances
onnortunitv is
presented to (lo bo. This habit has been confined to no party and no administration, and
has become so established that persons sometimes seek election to the council to obtain
their share of the city’s patronage. Now I
conceive this custom, though perfectly natural,
to operate somewhat against an economical
administration of city affairs. It is true that
members of the city government serve without pay, and it may be considered small
enough compensation to have the few crumbs
of patronage that lie in their way; but is not
the whole tendency of the practice to make
the cost of labor and material more to the
city, through an unwillingness of different
members to criticise one another in their accounts against the city?
There is a statute
which forbids members assuming contracts
under the city. I do not see so much objection to their taking contracts when there is
open competition, as in furnishing the city
without competition. The present age iB an
age of reform, and I am sure, from my
knowledge of the members elect, that all will
co-operate in any attempt at reform in this
direction.
Another pernicious tendency, which has
been insidiously growing into custom, is for
committees carelessly to exceed their appropriations, relying upon the contingent fund to
supply their deficiencies. The contingent
fund should be kept intact for unforeseen
emergencies, like the ice storm, and if you
will kindly bear this in mind, it will be muare

tually helpful.

of wisdom and

lighting

room

CENTS

irretrievable mistake shall hereafter
prove
lack

covery, is that of street lighting. Our city,
in common with many others, has not been
tardy in introducing this new source of
From
illumination.
beginning a few
years ago to employ arc lamps for lighting
public squares and leading street intersections,
the city government last year made a contract
with the Electric Light company, in the sum
of the
of $25,000, for the complete
streets of the city;
thereby intending to do
away entirely with the use of gas through the
substitution of the incandescent lamps. Considerable criticism has been made as to the
wisdom of this substitution. While no one
has questioned the utility of employing the
arc lights where large and dark areas require
extensive illumination, yet various reasons are
urged against the incandescent system. It is
claimed that the erection of so many poles is a
serious blemish upon the beauty of our city,
and the stringing of so many wires conveying
strong electric currents in every direction is a
constant menace to its safety. A practical
difficulty in furnishing light, when most needed, also presents itself though the breuking of
circuits by an accumulation of ice in the winter, and heavy winds liable to different seaThe financial argument is raised that
sons.
the city, being a heavy stockholder in the Gas
consideration of
company, is bound by every
prudence to be its own patron. Some of the
above objections can be removed by placing
the wires under ground, and it must also be
borne in mind that the expense of a mixed
system of arc lights and
gas street lamps,
would be larger than the electric system as
now employed.
Certainly we do not want to
take any backward steps, if it shall appear
after due consideration that they have first
been taken in the right direction. This whole
matter will come up for discussion upon the
renewal of the contract, and should receive
your careful attention.

military companies.

THREE

terminus of which should be our city, with
its unrivalled harbor and great natural advant
ages as a shipping depot. In the view of the
projectors, the products of the West and the
merchandise of the East were to flow in neverSENATOR MILLER DEAD.
ending currents through the channel of the
Notch and over this grand highway of comMillionaire
Passes
The California
I am aware that to
merce between the oceans.
Away at Washington.
many conservative citizens, these visions apWashington, March 8.—Senator John F.
peared chimerical, and also that the bright
pictures set forth by the projectors to hold the Miller of California, died in this city about
public gaze, while the subsidies were being two o clock this afternoon.
John F. Miller was born in Indiana In
voted, have been somewhat obliterated by the
He re1831, his parents being Virginians.
pitiless hand of taxation; yet who will deny ceived
an academical education at South
that many lines in the original drawing are
Bend and was fitted for college at Chicago,
coming true again? Not only has the Northern but did not enter. He began the study of
Pacific been completed from Minneapolis and
law in 1849 and graduated in New York in
Lake Superior to the Pacific coast, but also 1852. He began practice at South Bend,
the Canadian Pacific, not then contemplated,
Ind., but soon went to California, where he
practiced law for three years, when he rehas been pushed from Montreal far away into
turned to Indiana and resumed practice
the British possessions, draining an immense
there.
territory which, during a large portion of the
In 1890 he was a member of the Indiana
outlet through
year, should naturally seek an
State Senate, but resigned to enter the army
a railtime,
at
the
our city.
Besides,
present
as a colonel.
He commanded the Twentyroad is in course of construction eastward from
ninth Indiana Volunteers, and was soon
from that
Ste.
Marie;
Sault
the
to
placed in command of a brigade, serving unMinneapolis
point, within a few weeks, arrangements have der Sherman, Buoll, Kosecrans and Thomas,
receiving severe wounds in the battles of
been perfected to build the last connecting link
Stone River and Libarty Gap, and losing an
to Montreal, whereby all of the industries of
He was promoted to brigadier-general,
Minneapolis and the Northwest can secure the eye.
and in the battle of Nashville commanded
shortest route to Europe, in the'summer via
He was brethe
left
division of 8,000 men.
Montreal and in the winter via Portland.
veted major-general for conspicuous bravoffered a
Gentlemen, it seems to me that the day is
was
he
war
of
the
close
ory. At the
but denot far distant when all of the advantages of
high commission in the regular army,
''here
this road to the city shall not be limited to
clined it, returning to California,
F
San
of
port
simply a competing line of transportation to was collector of the
for four years, and declined a
the West,—although this secures a large annual
for
He
was a Republican candidate
ment.
saving,—but it shall realize the fondest hopes of presidential elector in 1872,1876 and 1880, and
tatt Conits projectors in adding to our commercial
was a member of the California
growth and importance in the same manner as stitutional Convention in 187V.
a Republias
senate
the
the Grand Trunk road has done. If there is
lie was elected to
Newton Booth, and took his
a
possibility of this, it will be poor policy for can, to succeed1S81.
His term would have exseat
March 4,
our
city, having subjected itself to privations
March
3,
pired
iss"._
in the past as well as mortgaged its future, to
throw away its advantages in this road, or
Death of Dr. McLean.
suffer to be diverted into other channels whatPbinceton, N. J-, March 8.—George Mcbeever of trade or transportation naturally
j Intosh Mud-can, M. D.. I.L. D„ died at his
longs to ourselves. 1 bespeak your most Princeton residence this evening after a
no
that
matters
I
these
jealous attention upon
long illness, in his 80th year.
em
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PRESS.

THE

NO

EVIDENCE OF STRENGTH.

Washington Republican.
When a Presidential prerogative is asletters and coinmunsailed, it will be time to defend it. Defence
We do not read anonymous
in advance of attack or threat is not an evicatlons. The name and address of the writer are
of conscious strength.
dence
!
not
for
necessarily
pubIndispensable,
n all eases
A MEDICAL OPINION.
of
faith.
a
as
but
good
guarantee
lication
Springfield Union.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
Dr. Cleveland’s diagnosis of the disease
communications that are not used.
from which civil service reform is suffering
is summed up in these mystical words—“inThe city is to be congratulated on again seThere is no doubt
nocuous desuetude.”
about the desuetude, but we should call it
curing the services of Judge Symonds.
than
rather
innocuous,
outknockuous
Marshal Andrews put himself to the enANCIENT HISTORY BT THE SOCIETY REtirely unnecessary trouble of writing a resigPORTER.
nation.
Boston Transcript.
Caesar fell at the foot of Pompey’s statue.
Mrs. Julia Evelina Smith Parker, the last
Csesar wore a toga virilis of white, trimmed
of the famous Glastonbury Sisters, died Sunwith three deep bands of Tyrian purple, reCasca struck the
lieved by folds of ecru.
day at the age of ftt years.
first blow. Casca wore a toga of deep blue
his
and fillets of pink. When Brutus approached,
The Hon. Eben F. Pillsbury is taking
‘Et tu. Brute,’ and covered
Csesar
rejection by the Senate very hard. Evidently his facemurmured,
in his mantle. Brutus wore a toga
he cares a good many “raps.”
of sea hreen pleated with yellow, cut bias
and shirred.
The attempt to defeat John Sherman’s re__

Augusta and Bangor have gone Republiby large majorities and consequently our
esteemed morning contemporary will have a
fme opportunity to charge once more that
the party which it professes to represent
has been bribed by rum.
can

Hon. Patrick A. Collins, in a letter to his
constituents of the Fourth Massachusetts
Congressional district announces his intention ol retiring iron) politics at me close oi
his present term in the House, and declines
He is led to take this step
a renomination.
on account of his private affairs which have
suffered by reason of public business mo-

nopolizing the

most of his time.

pointment and indignation.” Not a Democrat has been found who speaks favorably of
it. And yet, on its merits, it is one of the
most creditable appointments the President
has made._
The Democrats of Augusta and Bangor
seem to be suffering from the same sort of
paralysis that afflicts their Portland brethren.
The Republicans carried the former city by
the largest majority ever recorded, while in
the latter the Republican majority of last

largely increased,

year was

Boston Herald.
As the Portland Press has said, the logic
of the situation points to the nomination of
Mr. George F. Emery as internal revenue collector, in place of the rejected Chase. Mr.
Emery was editor of the Boston Post when
the so-called Maine “steal” occurred, and a
letter of his to his classmate, Gov. Garcelon,
was
at the time, in which he

published

warned him against being misled by tnose
behind him, and assured him that while he
would defend him in the right, lie could not
sanction rascality in others. Mr. Emery has
a
always been a straightout Democrat, andthe
resident of Maine all his life, including
two or tluee years while he was connected
No reasonable objection
with the Post.
could be made to his appointment.

and ward seven,

In
Democratic Gibraltar, was captured.
Biddeford, the Democratic paralysis is not
so marked, though their majority in that city
is but half what it was last year. The ballot
as far as the Maine Democracy are concerned
seems to be falling into “innocuous desuetude.”
a

_

A citizen of Lewiston thoroughly conversant with affairs there informs the Press
that the Bates mills lock-out is giving the
people of that city a great deal of anxiety.
Many of the operatives are in straitened circumstances, and their necessities are being
relieved by charity. He thinks neither the

Knights nor the agent are free from responsibility for the existing deplorable condition
of affairs. A good many of the operatives
would be glad to return to work, but they
feel bound to obey the orders of the Knights.
It is greatly for the interest of all parties
concerned, as well as for the general public,
that a speedy solution of the present trouble

W Up*Kiwi liii B

policy mapped

out in it is one

that will

commend itself to all good citizens, irrespec"
tive of party, while its specific suggestions
His review of our muwise and timely.
nicipal affairs shows that we are making
Our debt
progress in tiie right direction.
though heavy is not burdensome, and year
by year we are subtracting from it, and at
the same time gradually reducing the tax

are

Last year the debt was dimiifished by
$37,000, and the sinking fund will be adequate to take care of $80,000 falling due during tiie next financial year.
The Mayor finds the various departments
of the government in good condition and dorate.

ing satisfactory work. Our schools are malting gratifying progress and he commends
them to the fostering care of the city council.
The recommendation of the school committee that a new building be erected for the
School street district is favorably commended to the council.
Tlio Mayor recommends that as much money as possible be spent in laying granite

pavement upon our streets, and making such
other permanent improvements as may seem
desirable, and that measures be taken to relieve the city from the burden of maintaining Pride’s and the Stroudwater bridge. The
ice storm has made a heavy draft upon the
appropriations for this department, $3,000
having already been expended in repairing
damages consequent thereon, and considerably more being needed.
He recommends the extension of the inter-

cepting sewer on Commercial street from
Maple to Centre street the coming year, and
reviews the work that has been done on
Back Bay, expressing the opinion that when
it is completed no further trouble will be
experienced from that locality for several
years to come.
The fire department is in a good state of
efficiency, and no special expenditure is anticipated tiie coming year except for hose.
The change in the law relative to the appointment and removal of policemen is com-

$108,908,967.00

charge.
Call and register your name for presents to be given away, free
New and Elegant Designs in Watohes, Jewelry and SilverWare at lowest possible prices.
Fine Watches sunl Jewelry Repaired by Workmen of Ability and Experience. Wo apprentices employed.

MORRISON
S.;'.'.'.5«5

JOHN E.

is now the assets of the

Old Mutual Life Insurance Company, of New York.

CO.,

&

SARGENtTwATCHMAKER,
under G. A. R. Hall.

u
feb23

dtf

PULLEN.

KON. CLARENCE

New Mexico in its Historic,
SUBJECT:
Social and Picturesque Aspects,

EVENING, March 9, at 7.30 o clook.
Per

marfldtd

PORTLAND^

ol

der of

Committee.

THEATRE

MR. AND MRS.
GEO. S. KNIGHT,
Supported by tlieir excellent company of

"OVER THE GARDEN WALL.”
THE

FUNNIEST PLAY OF ALL.

tbe age of thirty-five, eight cent*
81,000.

CLOVES.
for dress ; also

WINTER.
If in want of a Robe, Horse Blanket, or Furs of any kind,
don’t buy until you see our stock and prices, as we will sell
all Winter Coods at most any price. We have our own free
delivery for goods.

w.

Sickbridge,

20 th

Grand Special Sale of Hole Pa per.
sell my
I
For one week only, in order to reduce stock, shall
all
embrace
half
They
at
price.
large line of note papers
as
well known brands of fine paper, and are such goods
etc.
Cream
Wove,
Distaff,
Antique,
Crane’s Celebrated
s fine
Marcus Ward & Co.’s linen, Weston’s linen, Whiting
To parties
others.
and
many
Hatlford
East
goods
note,
that use fine note paper this sale affords a rare opportunity
as the goods are
to lay in a good stock at wholesale prices,
Envelopes to
as
and
represented.
warranted first-class,
will be
match these papers in fashionable sizes. All papers
more for your
will
You
examine.
and
get
Call
lb.
the
sold by
monev than ever before.

FRANK B. CLARK,
feb24

The Hatter,

197 Middle Street.

■
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MILLETT & LITTLE.

ORCHESTRA,

against
ing by electricity,

but expresses no opinion
as to whether we should retain the present
mixed system,
system or go back to gas. A
he condemns as wasteful, and he

however,

intimates that our present system can never
be made a success until the wires are placed
under ground.
He recommends a proper celebration of
the centennial anniversary of Portland, and in
regard to the gift of the town hall lot, he says
he shall regard it as his duty to subordinate

his own personal views to the popular will
expressed at the polls, provided, after still
further investigation and discussion, measures looking in that direction should meet
with the approval of the council.
The vicissitudes of the Ogdensburg railroad are reviewed at considerable length,
and the most jealous watchfulness is urged
upon the council that the interests of the
city in this enterprise be not jeopardized by
any action or want of action on their part.
The Mayor says very plainly that it will
be his aim to enforce all the laws strictly and
impartially. “The officer,” he says, “who
promptly arrests the lad who may steal to
satisfy his hunger, and takes no cognizance
of the saloon where liquor is sold in violation of the statute, is not only derelict In the
of his

duty,

but becomes an in-

strument of injustice under the law, and an
instructor against the authority of law itself.” There is certainly no comfort to violators of the law in this sentence, and we
have no doubt the sentiment it expresses
will be fully carried out in practice.
Mayor Chapman begins w ell. His discussion of city affairs shows tiiat he is thoroughly conversant with the needs of the city, and
has a correct apprehension of what measures will conduce to its prosperity.
We
have no doubt that his acts will be consistent
with his words.

Has

an

CHORUS !

(130 Voices.)

Grand

PROGRAMME:

Opening

of

AVii-iielm Gericke, Conductor;

Spring

Our Mikado
agency,

PART 2nd—TROISIEME MESSE SOLENELLE,
H. Kotzschmar, Conductor.
To avoid disturbance, the door will he kept
closed during the performance of eacli number.
Reserved seats $1.00; Admission 76 ets. Good
seats now on sale at Stock bridge's Music Store.
Half fare on M. C. R. It. Late trains on G. T. 11.
feli27dtd
R.

EYTEBTAIAMEAT

All the new weaves in combination and plain materials. Camel’s Hair, Knickerbocker, Jerseys, Homespuns, Canvas Cloths, Boucle, Tricots, Etimene,
Tricotine, and a full line of Fancy Trimmings to
match. Everything in Silk or Wool.

corner of

Temple and Congress

HALL,
Streets,

MILLETT

march 10th,
for Hie benefit of the Reform Club, consisting of
Vocal and Instrumental Music, Recitations, &c.
d3t
Admission 15 C’cnts.
mar8

Wednesday Evening,

(IF

FESTIVAL

mar8

Annual Entertainment and Assembly
Xxi

SILK AND STIFF HATS!

lEtell,

Characters in Costume from 40 or more different
Authors.
2. Grand
1. Dramatic Scenery and Tableaux.
March by Characters followed by Assembly.
at
8.
Grand
Doors open at 7, exercises begin
march at 9.30. Order of dances to conclude at 12.
and
entertainment
assembly,
Admission including
50 cents. Reserved seats can be secured at Stockmar2eod3t-d3t
bridge's without extra charge.

We

o

o
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Styles.

same
We have a large assortment and are prepared to adjust the
TIMA L CASE, together
upou scientific principles. We use NACHET’S
the best
with the OPTUALH08COPIC TEST LEASE, combining
and determethods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye
mining the lenses needed for their correction.

Ladie3:::.:.•:.v.lo %£&}Skates.10 cents-

are

PRACTICAL MAMMCTlIRLlfi AP RETAIL HATTER,

the only Agents in Maine.

We

are

the only

parties

Portland that keep
them.

in

—

P. S.—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admission will be 25 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games
10 cents.
deciodtfC. H. KNOWLTON. Manager

IN

Two Nights Only,
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, March 12 and 13.

Mrs.Wjnthrop!

Presented at the Madison Square Theatre, N. Y.,
500 times, and pronounced by Press and Public the greatest success the New York state has
known for years.

over

OFOlSTINGUISHED ARTISTS

A SUPERB COMPANY

"Young Mrs. Winthrop” commends itself to the
Public in the fact that it does not contain a word
or suggestion which savors in the least of impropriety. It maintains the same high standard which
the Madison Square Theatre and its plays have
always enjoyed.

Prices 75c, 50c, and 35c. Sale
mpiippu Wpf1np«dav
March 10.

stock of

of Full Stiff, Semi-Stiff and Hammock Hats. A full line of
Silk Umbrellas constantly on hand.
We make our own Hats, and our prices can be relied on.

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

Robert F. Somers & Co., FRED
Thomas J. Somers

BOTTOM

PRICES.

can

be found with

NEW

R.

STORE.

FARRINGTON,

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,

us.
1

marts

208 Middle Street,

-

Portland.

Janl6___eodtt

Fire! Smoke and Water!

A perfect GYMNASIUM for Fin-

gers, Hands and Wrists. Ail Piano
Students should use it. A great
in perfecting
aid to ARTISTS

their technique.
References:
Herman Kotzsch■nar, W. H. Sherwood, S. R. Mills,
—

We shall offer for sale all the goods in our Cloak Room that
damaged at our recent fire. These goods consist of

E.B.&B.
We shall open to-day, our first invoice of Spring
the
Novelty Dress Goods, embracing some of and
in
both
style
most elegant and artistic designs
fabric, ever shown in this market. These are our
own EXCLUSIVE STYLES, and cannot be duplicated this season. To many customers this is an
item of great importance.
Our ASSORTMENT is large, but the QUANTITY
of each is limited. Those in want of really choice
will, therefore, need to call at once.

goods,

EASTMAN BROS ^BANCROFT

were

are

OUTSIDE GARMENTS

damaged by smoke only.

SPRING STYLE SILK HAT.
PR ICES

Our best $7.00,'or $6.00 and exchange; our medium grade $5.00; our popular grade $3.60 and
exchange- We manufacture our own hats and
can make you Just what you want.
ROODS SENT BV EXPRESS C. O. D.

LADIES’ AND MISSES’ JERSEY WAISTS,

GEN. AGENT,

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

also damaged by smoke.

fel)9_

PORTLAND DIRECTORY, 1886.
beThe canvassers in asking for a subscription
“We can get
ing so often met with the remark,
for the
one after it is out,” leads us to say that
last three years we have not been able to supply
those who have called for a copy, after supplying
those who had subscribed. It is au expensive
book to publish and we desire to know beforehand
how many to print, so as to supply all who wish
for a copy and still not
pile up a stock of books
which are no better than last
year’s Almanacs after the tunc has
gone by, form 1885 there were 10,895 changes In a total of
18,447 names. Better
subscribe.

TERMS:

Subscribers,

Non-Subscribers,

•

$2.00
2.50

A fine picture of Market Hall, where the Soldiers’ Monument Is to stand, with a full history o
the lot and the bulldlug will be given in this volume.
Orders for books, or changes in names, residence, or business may be sent to

B. THURSTON & GO.,
mh4

■

97 1-2
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REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—or THE—

—OF THE—

MERCHANTS' NATIONAL BANK,
AT PORTLAND, IN THE STATE OF MAINE,
at

the close of

business,

March

at

1, 18S6.

RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts.$ 755,000 21
43 14
Overdrafts.
292,000 00
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation...
70,000 00
U. S. Bonds to secure deposits.
3,492 48
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages
60.697 31
Due from approved reserve agents..
7,080 24
Due from other National Banks.
24,000 00
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
1,74b 28
Current expenses and taxes paid...
2,203 10
Checks and other cash items.
9 009 12
Exchanges for clearing-house.
25,117 00
Bills of other Banks.
nickels
fractional paper currency,
192 85
and pennies.
..

Specie.
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer(6 per cent of circulation)

—

32,940

00

3,000 00

13.140 00

237 Middle

Office of theKennebec

inar6

A

__d3t
the ihboji
Co

Framing

.c
A

LL parsons having claims against tbis Com-

BRIGGS, Tms.

Table and DairvSalt
IS THE BEST.

AsUW GlW fOf it.

TOTAI.31,299,477 73
State of Maine. County of Cumberland, s.s.
I, Clias. Payson, Cashier of the aoove named
liank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day
CHAS.
O. BANCROFT.
1886.
of March,
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
JACOB Mf'LELLAN, )
WOODBURY S. DANA, Directors.
W. R. WOOD.
)
d3t
marO

1 SS6.

BEMOlRfED:
Loans anil discounts.$1,281,557.09
circulation...
secure
500,000.00
to
Bonds
U. S.
52,084.43
Due from reserve agents.
00.863.02
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate
.S’??®-®?
3,162.74
Current expenses and taxes paid....
18,942.10
Checks and other cash items
6,042.45
Exchanges for clearing house.
12,000.00
Bills of other Banks..
Fractional currency, nickels and
cents.

50.74

....

46,500.00
3,800.00
1,985.00
8,392.00
22,500.00

Gold coin.•.
treasury certificates.
Silver coin.
Legal tender notes.
Five per cent redemption fund.

82,022,870.17
l.ltBIMIlEN.
Capital stock. $600,000.00
120,000.00
Surplus fund.
251,316.60
Other undivided profits.
437,800.00
Circulating notes outstanding.
2,661.26
Dividends unpaid.
543,009.93
Individual deposits subject tocheck.
21,000.00
Demand certificates of deposit.
192.90
Certified checks.
100.29
Cashier’s cheeks outstanding.
Due to other National Banks.
40,889.29
—

--•■.

.42,022.870.17
State op Maine, Cumberland, s. s.
I, B. C. Somerby, Cashier ol '‘The Canal National Bank of Portland” do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowlB. C. SOMERBY. Cashier.
edge and belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 51b day
of March, 1886.
G. C. TETERS, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
W. W.

THOMAS,)

JOHN N. LORD.
ELIAS

Directors.

THOMAS.)_

nianld3t

NONARSENICAL

cents.

eodtf

FOR

1 88 6.

MR. GEO. H. YORK. TAILOR.
of years as a cutter,
I am pleased to inform the public generally, that after a term
the old stand
and for the last five years as cutter for L. C. Young, i have purchased
I shall offer Special
at Woodfords and shall continue the business as heretofore.
stock np to as full line of
Prices for the uext thirty days. 1 shall endeavor to keep
Woolens as can be found in Maine, and can make prices that will be an object for
my city friends to examine.

All

Sfo OthCl*.

CHANGE

Suit*
grades of Foreign and Domestic Woolens, Pantings,
in
stock.
always
Ac.,
Ac.,
Ings, Overcoatings,
Janl8

Congress

feb35___eo<13m

For the Home.
Choice Vocal

LARGE DIS-

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
marG

23,424 22

OF PORTLAND, ME.,
close of business ’larch |f

& HARMON,

damaged by water and slightly smoked.
a

00
00
27
00
17
03
00
200 00
65,828 35
35,715 85
30.152 84

300,000
60,000
121,387
260,840
2,875
363,064
36,000

the

LORING, SHORT

HATTER
MERRY JHE Street.

Ladies’ Cotton Underwear,
All of above goods will be offered, to close, at
COUNT from our former mark down prices.

LIABILITIES:
Capital stock paid in.$
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.
National bank notes outstanding.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.
Cashier'scheeks outstanding.
United States deposits.
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers
Due to other National Banks.

Canal National Bank

For Quartet Choirs.
Dow’s Responses anil Menteuces. SO cts.
Mtrnchauer’s Church Husic. $1.00.
Mhcpnrd Church Collection. $1.00.
Rnnnihncb's Mncretl Quartets. $2.00.
Kauuibach’s New Collection.
$2.00.
which arc perfectly free from any
Ruck’s .Hotel Collection. $2.00.
Buck’s ‘Ad Hotel Collection. $2.00.
injurious properties. We sire mow
Emerson’s Macrcd Quartets. $2.00.
receiving our Spi ing Stock of
These are all collections of the best and most re»*APER HANGINGS, to which we
fined Sacred Music.
wish to call your attention.
For Choruses.
Ingrain (Cart“Nlunroe
The
Emerson’s Concert Melectious. In 0 numbers, each 26 cts. Complete $1.00.
ridge) Papers a specialty.
Admirable selections, Sacred and Secular. Hit- I
son & Co. also call attention to tile exceedingly rich treasury of the best sacred music con
tained in the more than toil Hasses (by
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and other masters,
which they publish.
No Choral Society or
Choir should he without them. Latin and English words. Send for lists.
Average price 75
Street.
No. 474

Win. Mason.

of all kinds, that

STREETS.

CONCRESS

AND

FRANKLIN

STANDARD MUSIC BOOKS.

OX TUESDAY, MARCH 9th,

LADIES', MISSES', AND CHILDREN’S

“

C. FRYE,

GEORGE
CORNER

TOTAL.$1,299,477 73

of seats com-

“TECHNIOON"

I have decided to lower ray stock and have
marked my goods at pricesthat will sell them.
Any one in want of FIRST-CLASS CLOTHING at the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES,
will do well to call and examine. I also keep
a large and tine line of

AT

232 MIDDLE STREET.

50

A

mar8

—

OVERCOATS AND SUITINGS!

Immense Stock

PORTLAND THEATRE.

YOTTISTO

a

for 25 cents.

PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.50 each.
PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each.
than Glass.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable
each
A Large Variety ef Gold Spectacles and Eye Glasses (best quality) at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00

Afternoon Admission:

Ladies:.:::::.'.'.'.'.Free1113!

Classes
Eye
11
“

FINE LINE of GENUINE PEBBLES.

Hats, for which we have secured the
a Most Stylish Hat for Young Cents.

GREAT REDUCTION H PRICES

OPERA HATS.

Evening Adiui*t«ion:

Skates-.10 beats.

.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Federal Street.

Bijou Skating Parlor,

are

leading

New York

WINTER MING!

UNION,

THURSDAY EVENING. MARCH 11th.

STIFF HATS!

m.bS

Church of the Messiah,

City

<

O
H

r-

253 MIDDLE STREET, DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS STREET.
eodtf

THE—

—BY

of the

&LITTLE,

KNOX

AUTHORS !

WASHBURN

m

HODS!
H
DRESS
N
SOMERSTha™,

-AT-

REFORM CLUB

co
co

MIKADO I

Dress Goods,

MONDAY.

Part Ist--Orchestral Concert.

by Charles Gounod, with Chorus and Orchestra,

TJ

Elegant Line of

AND

in all the

MUSICIANS,

haidy

LI

SOMERS, the Hatter,

DRESS
GOODS!
SPRING
SILK
SYMPHONY
SIXTY

CO

C/5

ALSO

Grand Festival Concert by the Boston

pline.

stands and the adjoining farm.
The Mayor indulges in some very pertinent and timely remarks regarding the custom of members of the city government furnishing materials and supplies to the city,
and very properly condemns it, and expresses
the hope that all the members of the council
will cooperate with him in an attempt at reform in this direction. Another tendency
which he cautions the council against, is that
on the part of committees of carelessly exceeding the appropriations and trusting to
the contingent fund to make up the deficiency. That fund, he well says, “should
be kept intact for unforeseen emergencies.”
The Mayor reviews the arguments for and
the present method of street light-

515 Congress St.

-

___

City Hall, Wednesday Even’g, March 10th.

The Great Madison Square Theatre Success,

now

dtf

Spectacles for 25 cents.
“
“
50

nichG

Engagement Exlraordinarj.

The policy of selling the city’s unimproved
real estate which was initiated a number
of years ago the Mayor tliiuks has borne good
fruit, and he expresses the opinion that at
no very distant day it will be wise to transfer our poor house, perhaps to some island in
the bay, and dispose of the land on which it

31 Exchange St., Portland.

NEW SONGS,
NEW MUSIC,
EVERYTHING NEW.

Eh ! Did I Hear You !

Streets^

585 & 587 Congress Street and

LITTLE,

D.

Constructed for Laughing Purposes Only.

Prices 76. GO and 35. Sale of seats commences
Friday, Aiaicli 5.__inarodtd

& CO.,
GEORGE C. SHAW
235 Middle
mchfi

mar5

We keep on hand a large assortment of the above goods,
and have the agency for the Patent Wood Trunk, and knowing parties who have used them almost daily fortwelve years
can vouch for their superior strength.

Spring Shades,

day Moved will insure your life for

has been aided iu his business pursuits by having a policy with this old and
strong Company, while hundreds have found themselves deceived by going
into Assessment and Belief Societies (so called), and into Tontine and other
unreliable plans of Life Insurance.
For more full information and for documents apply to

RESIDENT AGENT,

TRUNKS and BAGS.

A fine assortment of ail the
all kinds of Driving Cloves.

a

MANY A YOUNC MAN

SILK HATS.

come-

dians in the greatest New York Fifth
Avenue Theatre success

we
These are the best Bosnia Prunes, and are the finest
have ever sold.
enabled
Having purchased an immense quantity we are
to make this unprecedented low price.

At

We have received the Latest Novelties in Self Conforming
hat that will fit the head and feel like the old one. We
also make all kinds of hats to order without extra charge.

“We Paint the Town Red!”

Monday and Tuesday, March 8th and 9th.

at a given age.
EVERY YOI NG MAN wanting tbe means of credit cannot do better
than to put himself In possession of a document as good as a Government
Bond. He will never regret it, as no one having done so has had occasion to
with such a company.
regret or complain of the results of so wise a forecast,
It is the Oldest in the United States, and the strongest and wealthiest in
the World. Its New Policy is the most liberal ever offered to the public.
It is
free Irom Restriction* in Trnvel, Residence and Occu-

Hats, a

We will take the shape of your head and make a Stylish Silk
Hat for $3.00 and guarantee a perfect fit. Silk Hats made
over for $2.50.

TURKISH PRUNES!
4 Cents per Pound.

absolutely
pation.

SPRING AND SOMMER

CROP

NEW

Paying tile Largest Dividend, and affording the most l'erfeci Securimultitudes have
ty and the Lens Expense. During the past forty years,
been made happy by the forecast of the husband, wife, father or son for the
family, or by an Endowment Payable to Themselves During Lifetime,

-WITH-

FINE WATCHES, CLOCKS and JEWELRY CAREFULLY REPAIRED at LOWEST PRICES.

BEST IN THE WORLD.

THE GREATEST AND

CONGRESS STREET.

MORRISON & CO., 565 Congress St.,

by—

calculated to promote the efficiency of the force and to maintain better discias

performance

MORRISON & GO’S NEW JEWELRYof STORE.

—AXD THE—

MAYOR CHAPMAN'S ADDRESS.
Mayor Chapman’s inaugural address is a
thoughtful and instructive paper. The gen-

mended

THINK OF IT AND GET THE BEST!

--AT-

Mechanics FREE course,

—

be arrived at.

eral

Ni

LBCTITR.ES !
In Maine Charitable

Next TUESDAY

The Washington Critic describes the feeling of the District of Columbia Democrats at
the apffointuient of a colored man to succeed
Frederick Douglass as one of “intense disap-

SILVER WARE ANO JEWELRY FREE!

MR. EMERY ENDORSEE.

A

_

__

TUESDAY MOKNIXG, MARCH 9.

election in Ohio last fall cost the Democratic
lesson ought to be well
gang $87,600. The
learned. __
It will be well for the new City Marshal to
bear in mind that his conduct will be scrutinized very closely. The public will be satisfied with nothing less than a strict and impartial enforcement of all the laws.

MIHCEl.IiANKODS.

M1IICBI.LANEOIIH._

m»C£LLA.\EOCB.

CURRENT COMMENT.

Duets. $1.00.
Hnlfdan Kjernlf’s Album of
Songs.
SI.50. Very superior collections.
Leaves of Mhamrock. S1.00.
100 Irish Melodies, arranged for piano
For Music Students.
I
Ritler’sMtndcnts History of Husic. $2.60.
The most condensed and practical history i
extant.
Any book mailed for retail price.
OLIVER 1XTSON tl CO., ISomIoh.

marC_-oil&w'Jw

COLUMBIA
and other

BICYCLES!
C. II. LAMSOS,

The

DR. PORTER'S

WonOerfnl Family

Uvniedy lluotrn.

/"dURES Rheumatism, Neuralgia
and all lameness and sorein body or limbs. For DiphSore
theria, Croup,
Asthma,
Throat, and all soreness ol the
lungs and chest, its effect Is like
magic and never fails to give instant relief. A single bottle of
this Vital Oil will go farther and
‘do more good than a dozen most
‘other kinds of liniments and pain
relievers. Sold by all druggists at
50 cents per bottle. Prepared oufv bv Dr. .1. H- Porter & Co., Boston Mass. Tbe trade supplied by
COOK, EVERETT & PENNELL,
feb27eodlin : Portland, Me.____
:

{Vz

ness

B

1

■

Dirigo Mineral Water.

/Sole Agent. AOf Hidille Mirer t
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water hn
Portland.He. New('aial..g::rs
It; is always palatable, refreshing and
just out, call and get one free. New and 2d-hand ! proves
neabhfui. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
Machines for sale. Come and see them
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
mar6_d&wti
water cool from 86 to 48 hours; use of cans free
water per gallon to cents.
SIISI

t iSLfeS? Using Agency of Messrs.
I
N* W> AYE» * *ONs cur authorized RgeuU.

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
*13 Eore Street.
dtl

je23

do pref. ®j?V4
American Express.,
Boston Air Line. ®"%
Burlington & Cedar Rapids. ®“
Canada Southern. 431™
Canton.
Central Iowa.
jL.
Central Pacific. 437
Chesapeake & Ohio.

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH 9.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Stepping stones to

Canal.rSl,
If?
1®

success.—

Learu your business thoroughly.
Keep at one thing: in nowise change.
Always be in haste, but never in a hurry.
Observe system in all you do and undertake.
Whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing

Port Wayne.

well.

10?

§bs,'►

ao pref.
Oregon Nav.108%
Oregon Transcon. 31 %
Reading. 30 Vs
Richmond & Danville. 78
St Louis S San Frau. 21
do pref. AlMi

pref.102
St Pauls Omaha.39%
do pref.103
*>4Vs
1st

M. L. Scranton, Pa., Blair, Alaermau 5th Ward,
stated Nov. 9,’ 83: He had used Dr. Thomas’
Eclectric Oil for sprains, burns, cuts, bruises and
rheumatism. Cured every time.

Erie

for rendering paper as tough as wood or
leather has been recently Introduced on the Continent; It consists in mixing chloride ot zinc with
tli# pulp in the course of manufacture. It lias
been found that the greater the degree of concentration of the zinc solution the greater will he the
11 c«iu

ue

us«u iui

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Mch. 7, 1880.—Tile following are
closing Quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.20 50
Con. Cal. &'Va. 2 40
Homestake.17 00
Ontario.20 00

mues

and for roofing.
1 have received a goodtdeal of benefit from your
medicine, Athlophoros. It helped to drive the
rheumatism out of my limbs to a great extent. I
think it a good medicine, and have recommended
it to several persons. AA'no. Nichols, Chester, Mass.

Scott’s Emulsion

of Pure

Hypophosphites,

Caledonia. B. H. 120
Hale & Norcross.2 no
Iron Silver. 2 50
Eureka.l 90
California Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
SAN FltANCISCO, Melt. 7. 1886.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

to-day;

Best.1%
Bodie Con. 1V2
Sivage .1. 1
Con. Cal. & Va. 2Vs
Yellow Jacket. 1 Vs
Crown Point. lVs

Cod Livin

Dlt. A. F.

Tubercu-

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Mcli. 8. 1886—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, Sic.:
Fork—Long cut 13 00®13 25; short cuts 13 00
13 50 ;baclts 13 26®13 50; light backs 12 60 ;lean
ends 12 75a 13 00; pork tongues at $13@] 3 25;
prime mess'at $12 0J@12 50; extra prime at 9 15
aSlooo; mess, old. at 10 76^11 00; dir new at
$12 00; Western prime mess pork 10 76®.11 75.
Lard at 6Vb@6%c p ib in tierces;7®7V41: in loth pails;7Vl@7Vie In 5-lb pails; 7V2®7:tAc in 3-li
pails.
Hams 9Vii@10c p tb, according to size and
cure; small 1 O@lOV2C.ll
dressed bogs, city, 0i/8c p tb; country at 5 V»c;
Western 5V2C: tlve bogs 4»4c.
Butter—Eastern fresh made creamery at 30®
32V2: Northern fall made creamery .good to choice
27®30c; fair to good at 22@26c; New York fall
made dairy 20@22e; Vermont do 20 a22c; selec
tlons at 25®27c; fair to good at 16®20c; winter
made dairies 15@18c, as to quality; extra Western Iresli made creamery 33®34c mood to choice
25a30c; choice Western held creamery 15g22:
Western ladle packed, fancy selected, 25 ®26;
good to choice, l8@22c;jdo tair to good at 8!a
12c; strictly imitation creamry, extra. 26®29c.
Jobbing prices range l(g2c higher tiian these
Quotations.
Cheese—Northern extra at 10@10Vfec: lowi r
grades according to quality; Western at 9%@10.
Job lots We higher.
Eggs— Neai by 11 minal 20c: Pastern extras 17
Southern choice extra at lGSlOVgC: New York
and Vermont 17c; West 16c; neUl stock nominal,
limed nominal
Hay—Choice prime hay, $19 00@$20: fair to
good al $17®$18; choice Eastern (line $16®$18:
fair to good cfo at ?l5;a$16; poor to ordinary $13
ltye straw, choice,
®$16: East swale $114’$12.
$20 00; oat straw SI l a.$12 p ton.
Potatoes—Houlton rose
@80 ;do Hebron 80c;
N H Bose 65<®70c; Me Central at 65(gj70c; Burbank seedlings 66®70c; NY Hebrous 60®60c;
do Bose 55®G0c; do prolitics 60c.
Beans—Choice small N Yliand picked peal Gr.®
1 70 p bush; choice New York large;hand picked
do 1 oO® 1 65; small Vermont hand picked pea at

JOHNSON,

Lungs,
Cedar Itapids, Iowa, says: “I have used Scott’s
Emulsion in Tubercular troubles, with satisfaction, both to patients and myself.”
“Mr. Tl'iaibalance,” said old Hyson to tlio bookkeeper. “you were away two days last week.”
“f was Mr. Hyson; I was summoned suddenly
to atteud the funeral of my grandmother.”
“Ah, yes,” said the old merchant, “quite right,
quite right. Accept iny condolences. Did you
the old

lady?”

“Ygs sir.”
“Ah,yes; buried her. I thought from your
breath you had embalmed her.”
(Long and contiuued silence.)
If there ever was a specific for any complaint,
then Carter’s Little Liver Fills are a specific for
sick headache, aud every woman should know
this. Only oue pill a dose.
ain’t like settiu’ alongside of
nf him of nights and hearing him talk pretty;
that’s tlie fust prayer. There’s lots an’ lots o’
meetin’ after that.—Rose Terry Cooke.

Marryiu’

a

a mail

'•I had catarrh for ten years; used Vegetiue for
few months and was entirely cured.”

An Englishman who was told of tlie recent assassinations in Paris, tlie perpetrators of which
had not vet been discovered, made some remarks
of the French police. "In
about tlie
London,” said lie, “our detectives would have finished tlie tiling up by this time.”

sluggishness

"They would have discovered the guilty par-

ties?”

“1 don’t kuow about
would have hud at least

—

that, but they certainly
a dozen condemned.”

how weak and
nervous your wife is, aud you kuow that Carter's
frOu Pills, will relieve her. now why not be fair
about it and buy her a box?

My friend, look here! you

know

! 75®1 85
1
1

By Telegraph, j
CHICAGO. Hell, s, l KKr—Cattle—Receipts 7700
shipments 2000: market lower; sliippl -g steers : t
3 90®5 70; Stockers and teeders at 3 0034 35,
cows, hulls and mixed > 76®* 00.
Hogs—Receipts 16.000 ;sliipments8,000 :strong;
rough and mixed at 3 90 64 26; packing and shipping 4 2564 50flight 3 7064 25;skips at 3 003®
3 75.

Sheep—Receipts 3000jshipments 1,600;steady;
natives 3 00® 5 80; Texans at 2 60@4 25. Lambs
head

about the private af-

oo®6

30,‘Including

Slade’s Epicurean Spices are sure to please
tiiose who want tlie best goods, as they are the
best Cultivated Spices, powdered perfectly pure.

COMMERCIAL

ceipts 12.654bush; exports 167,180 bush; spot
lots shade lower and dull; sales 104.000 on spot;
No 2 Spring at 90%c; Mixed Winter 98c; No 3
Red 91c; extra Red 98c; No 2 Red 9iio elev;No 1
No 1 Red State 98c; No 1 White at 94%c. Rye
quiet. Hurley is firm, t om shade lower, dosing weak with fair export demand; speculation
quite moderate; receipts 295,800 busli; exports
69,722 busli; sales 240,000 bush on spot; No 3 at
47y2647%c; No 2 at 49%@50c elev. Oats without decided change; receipts 56.050 bush; sales
busIliNo 3 at 37 v2c.
76.000 bush spot; exports
White do at 4oy2c; No 2 at 3«y8®38Vie; No 2
White at 41Vi 641% e; Mixed Western at 37% a
43c; White do at 40®4Gc; White State at 42V2c.
Coffee firmer at 8k'sC. Mogul- quiet; refined is
quiet; G 5®5y8e; Extra C 5y4@5%c;White Extra
at C 6%®5 tl-lGe; Yellow 4%@5c; Mould A at
G3/se; Off A at 5%@5%c; standard A at 5%c;
granulated 6%c Confectioners A at 6Vi®6 5-10c;
cut loaf and crushed 6%®6%c; l’owdered 6y2c;
Cubes 63/8®ny2c. Fetrolenm—united at 79Vic
■Fallow- Is'"firm at 4%c. Pori* is firm; old mess
10 00@10 60: family mess at 11 50. Beef steady
I,aril opened firm, closing weaker and a shade
lower; Western steam spot 6 35 .refined at at 6 60
@6 65 for Continent; 6 *5 for S. A. Butler dull;
Western at 12®30c; Elgin creamery at 32@33c.
Cheese about steady; Western flat 7@9%c.
Freights steady; yvheat steam 2Vid.
CHICAGO. Mch 8.1886.—Flour market steady;
Winter Wheat 4 405585; Wisconsin at 4 O"®
4 65; Michigan at 4 50@4 70; soft Spring Wheat
3 7064 00; Minnesota bakers 3 50,64 50; patents
4 60.65 00; low grades 2 0033 05; Rye liour at
3 30a3 50. Wheat lower; March at 80%ffi81% ;
No2 spring at 80%®82Vic; No 3 at 72®73c.
Corn lower at 37V*®38c. Oats firm 29% c.
Rye
quiet; No 2 at 69c. Bariev dull; No 2 at 60. Pork
steady at 10 20610 25. Lard is steady at 6 05.
Boxed meats are steady shoulders at 3 90®4 00;
short ribs 5 37y2®5 40; short clear 6 7065 76.
Receipts—Flour, 10,000 bbls; wheat. 27,000
busli; corn,[213.000 busli; oats. 110,000 bu; rye,
4.000 bush; barley, 35,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 10,000 bbls ;|wlieat, 17,000
bush: corn, 113,000 busli; oats, 95,000 busli; rye,
10.000 husli ;barley, 17,000 hush.
ST LOUIS. Mch. 8, 1886.—Flour steady; XXX
3 00@3 15; family at 3 25@3 35; choice 3 80®
4 9( i; fancy at 4 30®-4 40: extra fancy at 4 60®
Wheat lower; No 2
4 90; patents at 5 1(165 40.
Red at 91 */2c. Corn is higher; No 2 Mixed 35%
®36c. Oats higher; No 2 Mixed 30V8®30%c.
Lard easy at 5 90.
Receipts—Flour, 3000 bbls; wheat, 11.000 bu;
corn. 249.000 busli: oats, 20,000 bush; rye, 1,000
busli, barley 8,000 busli.
Shipments—Flour. 14,000 bbls;wlieat 2.000 bu;
corn, 130.000 bush ;oats 17,000 bu; rye, 2,000;bu;
barley 1,000 bush.
DETROIT, March 8,1886.—Wheat easier ;No 1
White 9114c bid; No 3 Red 86c bid.
Receipts, 22,2u0 busli.
NEW ORLEANS, March 8, 1886.—Colton is
firm; middling 8%c.
MOBILE. March 8,1886.—Cotton held higher;
midlliig 8%o.
SAVANNAH,March 8,1886—Cotton is steady;

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
rOllTLAND.Marcli 8,18SC.
following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, Sc.:
The

«*raiu.
■flour.
H igh Mixed Corn.51@52
Superfine and
low grades.3 25@8 50 Corn, bag lots
54@55

—

—

Meal, bag lots.. r>3@54
42ia;43
XX Spring..6 00@5 25 ()ats, car lots
Patent Spring
43@45
Oats, bag lots
Wheats.6 00@G 25 Cotton Seed.
car Lots..2300;ri2400
Mich, straight
do bag... 24 00vCt25 00
roller .5 25@5 50
clear do....5 00@5 25 jSack’dBr’n
car lots. .20 00@21 00
stone ground.4 75;c£5 00
do bag.-.21 00@22 00
St Louis st’gt
roller.5 60@5 75 Middlings, 20 00«,23 00
5 25 a 5 50 do bag lots,21 00^24 00
clear do
X Spring and

—

—

—

Provision*.

Patents_5 75@6 00 I Pork—

Backs ...14

I'iith.

00@14

50

Clear_13 00@13 50
Mess.11 50@12 00
Large Shore3 25@3 50
l^arge Bank3 00@3 25 IMess Beef. 9 50@10 00
!
OO
Ex Mess. 10 00@10 60
Small.2 75@3
Pollock.2 25^3 25 ] Plate —10 50@11 00
ExPlate.il
5000
Haddock.1
25@11 75
Hake.1 75@2 25 I Lard0
Tubs
1> p.. Vz @G:1A c
Herring—
Tierces— G^^G^Ac
hx.. 14 a 18c
Scaled

Cod,

No

qtl—

I

Pails.6%@7%cc

1.12@15c

Hams p lb
9y*@10
Mackerel |> bbl—
do covered 1 oy2 a 11 V2
Shore Is. 10 00@21 00
Oik.
Shore 2s. 7 00.«; 8 00
Med. 3s. 5 00@ GOO Kerosene—
Port. Kef. Pet. <‘>"A
Small
@
Water White. 9»A
Produce.
13
Pratt’sAst’l.pbbl.
Cranberries—
Brilliant.13
Devoe’s
50
Maine.3 50@4
Cape Cod.. .5 60@B 50 Ligonia. —.lOVi
Pea Beans... 1 75^1 85 Silver White. 9J/2
1 75@1 85 Centennial.10V*
Medium
BiiiHiuN.
German null 65@1 75
Yellow Eyes.l 40vO«l Go Muscatel— 2 50 a;3 50
Irish Potatoes .G0@70 I London Lay’r 3 15@3 25
4 00@4 25 | OnduraLay. 12y2® 13
St Potatoes
Onions.3 75.a. 4 On | Valencia.7 @10 y2
Sugar.
Cabbages.$10,0-812
Turkeys.16@17 I granulated p lb.6%
—

—

Chickens.14®16 ifcxtraC.ClA

SeedH.
.10@12
$23/g@$2ya
Ducks
@15 Ked Top
Seed2 20@2 25
Timothy
Geese.
@14
11 x/z & 12c
Clover
A pplCM.
Chrruf.
No. Spy.1 50@2 00
Vermont
9%@H
Snow
Tall man Swtsl 25@1 5() N.Y. factory 9
@11
RSuuer.
Nol Baldw’iusl 60^1 75
1 25@1 5 0 Creamery p lb...24@25
Greenings
Gilt Edge Ver....21@23
Fowls

—

—

—

_

Western and State at 2 90®3 50: common to good
extra Western and State at 3 3063 80: good to
choice do at 3 85.65 O; common in choice Whit
wheat Western extra at 5
25; laucy do ai
at 5 30a5 60; common to good extra Ohio at 3 3n
@5 40; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 30®
i>50; patent Minnesota extra good to prime al
4175 65 10; choice to double extra do at 5 16c
2200 hills city mill extra at 4 95®
5
5 00; 2300 bbls line do 2 2563 00; 500 bbls su2
9033
30; 1800 bDls extraJNo 2 at 3 30
perfine at
(g.3 80; 3700 huis winter wheat extra 3 85®5 60;
extra 3 85®5 50. Southern
Minnesota
4C00 huis
Wheal—Reflour quiet.
Rye Flour is firm.

>.

Winter Wheat

—.

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.]
WS-'W YORK. March 8 1886.—Flour market—
Receipts 18,284 bbls; exports 3843 bbls and 88 6
sacks; quite firm, but prices show uo material
with moderate demand; sales 15,300 bbls.
Kliiui quotations—No 2 at 2 25®3 00; superiin*

The suspicious person who sees evil in the most
innocent actions, because evil is within liim or
her.
The woman who sits in front of you wearing tv
towering bonnet and bobs from side to side.

FINANCIAL AND

Apples-Choice Massachusetts Baldwins. 1 25®
50; fancy Maine Baldwins 1 75; No 1 greenings
50; No 2 apples 76c® 1 00.
Chicago Cattle Market.

A newspaper correspondent furnishes a “little
people who he thinks would “never be
missed,” a few of which we give ;
Tlie mau who smokes paper cigarettes, poisoning the air of the room lie inhabits and for several
vards around him on the street.
The man who interrupts when you try to talk
with Him,
Tlie argumentative mail who makes assertions
for tlie purpose of calling out contrary opinions
and then fights with the owner of said opinions
because they differ from his own.
Tlie woman who asks personal questions and all
kinds of questions; who bores into every crevice of
your heart, your home and your purse, for the sake
of iudulgiug a vulgar and profitless curiosity.
The man who always threatens to do line tilings
to give his friends pleasure, aud never does it.
The creature who spits on public stairways, in
horsecars. hall aud other places frequented by
list” ol

clean people.
The woman who gossips
fairs of her acquaintances.

8@llc (Choice.18@20
(Good.15@16
Florida..4 o0@4 25 Store.10@12
Messina.3 75(a-4 00
Eggs.
Malagers.. t..2 00@2 60 Eastern extras... 19@20
Can & Western.. 17@18
Orange**.
Florida.3 60@4 60 Island.17
5 60@C 00 Limed.
Valencia
Evaporated

lb
lifUlOUN.

'"ch'I'rL^ST'ON, March

...

mMEMf’HyV
[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are received
r iivunv

45%
20 V*

•••••••.

com.

.do pref.Vs

frost continues.

.156%
Beil Telephone..
“%
Boston WaterPower Co.

LIVERPOOL. Meh. 6,1886.—Cotton marketbusiness good; uplands at 4%d: Orleans at 4 ln16d; sales 12.000 bales; speculation and export
2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, March 8. 188G.-Winter Wheat
6s lld(tt7s Id; spring wheat 6s lla@7B Id; Califoruia average Gs GdoBs 8d: club Gs Jd@Gs lid;
os Gd.
corn, mixed Western, new at 4s 2 Ved, peas
Provisions, &c.—Pork,prime Eastern mess at ols;
bacon 29s for short ciear and 28s for long clear;
cheese at 4Gs for American; lard, prime Western
at 31s Gd; tallow 24s 3d for American.

Sonora 7s .
Boston Land Company

.•

Wisconsin Central R
•.., ^V*
Boston & Lowell Railroad.129
■

■

Market.
New York Stock and Money

[By Telegraph.]

call

NEW YORK, March 8. 1886.—Money
continues very easy at 1®2 per
Exchange emit
cantlle paper at 4<ffi6 per cent.
actual rates ut.4 87 .i
ues dull and steady;
Government
60-day bills and 4 89V* for demand.
Railroad bonds
bonds dull, hut firm and steady.
After 2 lo p m Heading
are active and heavy.
and Lackawanna became somewhat more active
on

Aj^contin-

and

feverish,

and

yielded

fractions.

Before

FROM

Baltic.New Yolk- Liverpool.. .Mcli
Gallia .New York..Liverpool ..Meh
Alps.New York .Havana.Meh
Alvo.New York..Hayti.Mcli
Saratoga.New York..Havana.Meh
New York..Liverpool. ..Meh
Ctty of Berlin

d

The transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggregated 330.870 shares.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Government securities:
United States bonds, 3s.100%
New4%6, reg .112%
New 4Vas, coup.112%
New 4s, reg.126V*
New 4s, coup.127%
Pacific 6s of 95.126%
The following New York stock market is received daily, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
Chicago & Alton............142
Chicago & Alton preferred.158
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.137 V4
27%
Rrie..

—

Aurania.New York..Liverpool...Meh
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool....Mcli
Philadelphia.New York .Laguayra. ..Meh
Albano.New York. .Haytl.Meh 11
Alene.New York..Kingston... Mcli 17

Fulda.New York..Bremen_Meh 17
St Germain.New York Havre.Meh 17
Kheatia .New York..Hamburg... Mcb 17

Adriatic.New York..Liverpool. ..Meh

18
18
Citv Alexandria.. New York..Hav&VCruz Meh 18
Liverpool. ..Mcb 18
Circassian...Portland
_New York..Clenfuegos .Mcb 18
Santiago
New York.. Kin Janeiro Mcli 24
a d vane •'
.New York Havana.Mcb 20

Vancouver.Portland... Liverpool...Mcb
...

...

Niagara

preferred—-.

•-•

••

Adams

Express.J4o

Alton*Terre Haute.

FROM OUR

MABINE~

STEAMERS.

w

land.___6-1
know

,,T

T
Jan 22d, barque Mary I
Baker. McLarren, Barbadoes.
Passed Skerries Mch 4th. ship Andrew Jack__

PcnvliiAPTAWli

fAV

Aspinwall Feb 24. brig Stacy Clark, Whitney, Pensacola.
Ar at Hong Kong Mcli 0, ship Merom, coring,
San Francisco.
Ar at Batavia —, barque Evie J Kay, Ray, from
New York.
Ar at Melbourne prev to March C, ship City of
Brooklyn, Swap, Moodyville.
Ar at

Memoranda.
Sell Robert Byron. Capt Carman, which sailed
Dec
20 bound to St Vincent. OVI,
Portland
from
Is overdue and fears are entertained for her safeshe
encountered the great hurIt
is
tv.
thought
ricane which occurred four days after her departure and foundered. She had a general cargo and
It is possible she may turn up
was fully insured.
all right.
Sell Marla Adelaide, Nickerson, from 1 ortland
for Bridgeport, with paper pulp, put into \ ineyard-Haven 7th inst with loss of bowsprit and
everything attached, in a NW blow off Point Ju-

POWDER

Sell O M Marrett. from Ragged Island for New
York, put into St Thomas March fftli leaky.
Sell T A Stuart, Kelley, from St John, NB, for
New York, put into Vineyard-Haven 7tli with botli
jibs torn and cathead broken, having been in contact with the spars of sunken barque Ibis, between
Shovelful and Handkerchief Shoals.
Sell Oliver S Barrett, which arrived at Charleston 7th from Boston, had heavy weather from Feb
25 to Mcli 4 and was driven 200 miles eastward.
On the Gth inst, had a NE gale, and was under a
three reefed spanker, with two drags out. and ran
between Cape Lookout and Frying Pan Shoals.
Whitestone, i,I. March B—Sch Emma S Briggs,
damage, from Wiscasset for New York, while endeavoring to run the Ice blockade, was jammed
ashore here and will have to take the assistance
of a tug.
Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 2Gth, ship Louisiana,
Oliver. Cork.
Cld 4th, sch Isaac Orbetou,
PENSACOLA
Trim, Havana.
KEY WEST—Ar Cth. sch Fostina, Pliilbrook,
—

New York.

SAVANNAH—Cld 5th, sch S G Hart, Rivers,
Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—Ar 7th. sell Oliver S Barrett,
Boston for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 5th, sells Albert T Steams,

Kelley.

Boston.

Cld Gth, sch Annie Bliss, O’Donnell, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA-Cid Gth. sell Chas E Wolston, Hinckley, Cienfuegos.
Also eld Gth, brig Elizabeth Winslow, Oakes, for
Sid fin Delaware Breakwater Gtli. barque Arthur C Wade, Sherman, (from Pernambuco) for
Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar Gth. sch George W Anderson,
Cole, Richmond; Win T Donnell.-.
Cld Cth. barques Antonio Sala. Johnson, for Havana; Mary C Hale. Higgins, Bermuda.
Sid Gth, ship S F Uersev, for Melbourne: brig
John H Crandon, for Havana; sell Sarah Eaton,
for Port de I’aix; Win Hayes,for Feruandlna.
In Hart Island Roads Gth, sch Geo II Holden,
Pinkhain. from New Bedford.
In Hart Island Ronds7th, sehs Hfie J Simmons,
Bulger, and Grace Webster, Brigham. Portland;
for New York; Alta V Cole. Cole; Addie M Bird.
Cushman, and John Bracewell. Monroe, do for do;
Hanna Loa, Thompson, Maciiias for do; G M
miei,

tiwimsuu.

ncn

wumum,

.ixuuiv

k

Pure.

Absolutely

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
economical
strength and wholesomenesa. More sold
in comthan the ordinary kinds, and cannot be
short
with
the
of
low
weight
multitude
test,
petition
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in caiut.
Baking Powder Co., 166 Wall St., N.Y.

Koval

mar7__dly

About six months ago I had a severe
Hemorrhage of the Lungs, brought on
bv a distressing Cough, which deprived
I had used varime of sleep and rest.
ous cough balsams and expectorants,
without obtaining relief. A friend ad-

vised

me

to

try

Pectoral.
happy to say that

Ayer’s Cherry

it
I did so, and am
helped mo at once. By continued useI
cured
and,
this medicine
my cough,
am satisfied, saved my life.—Mrs. E.
Coburn, 18 Second st., Lowell, Mass.
I have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
for over a year, and sincerely believe I
should have been in my grave, had it
not been for this medicine. It has cured
me of a dangerous affection of the lungs,
for which I bad almost despaired of ever
finding a remedy. D. A. McMullen,
Windsor, Province of Ontario.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral saved my life.
Two years ago I took a very severe Cold
which settled on my lungs. I consulted
physicians, and took the remedies they
prescribed, but failed to obtain relief
until I began using Ayer’s Cherry PecTwo bottles of this medicine
toral.
completely restored my health. Lizzie
tt
M. Allen, West Lancaster. Ohio.
—

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell. MaaB.
Sold by oil Druggists. Price $1; six bottlea, $5.
TT&Sly

febl

Demarara.

SALEM—Ar Gth, sell Florida, Warren, Belfast
for Jacksonville.
GLOUCESTER—Ar G h, sells Eben H King, fin
Kastport for New York; Iowa, Boston for Winterport.
Also ar Gth. sell Hattie Aland, of Portland, from
the Banks, leaking and sails in pieces.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid utli. sell Clara E Simpson,
Hontvert, Boothbay, to load for New York.

Foreign Ports.

Ar at Shanghae prev to Mch 1, ship Sea Witch,
Drew. New York.
At Singapore Jail 25, ship Willie Reed, Yates,
New York.
At Calcutta Fell 2d, Sintram, Woodside, for

Boston.
Sid fm Almeira Feb 27, barque John Bunyau,
Lancaster, New York.
Sid fm Gibraltar Feb 8, barque Chas Stewart,
Grant, (from Messina) for Boston.
Off Grand Napa Feb 8. at anchor, brig Ysidora
Itionda. Jones, trading.
At Montevideo Feb 2G. barque Stephen G Hart.
Pierson, fur North of Hatteras; brig David Bugbee, Stowers, do; and others.
Ar at Aspimvall Feb 24, brig Stacy Clark, Whit-

ney, Pascagoula.
Ar at Tampico Jail 26, sell B F Neally, Oliver,
Demarara. (and sin Feb 15 for Camden.)
Sid fm Port an Prince Feb 24th, sell'Lewis A
Hodgdon. Hodgdon, St Mare.
At Cienfuegos Feb 25. barque David Chapin.
Coggins, for New York,
C Haskell, OliCld at Sagua Fell 24. brig
ver, for Philadelphia; seb Mattie B Russel). Larrabee, for New York; 25th. barque Ocean Pearl,

Hardy, Philadelphia.

At Sagua Feb 18, barques Shawnuit, Small, for
Delaware Breakwater;
bligs Amy A Lane, Clifford, do; Myronus, Peterson; Mary Fink, Darrali,
do.
A
Harris,
and Chas
Sparks,
Ar at Shelburne, NS, Feb 24, barque Kate Cann
Teed, Portland.

Spoken.
Feb 3. lat 40 40 S. Ion 30 20 W, barque 'films A
Goddard, Sears, from New York for Dunedin.
Feb in. lat 28 N. Ion 48 W, barque G B Hazeltine. Gilkcy, from Brunswick for Buenos Ayres.
Feb 23. lat 44 13. loe 126 23, ship Astoria, Anderson, from Sail Francisco for Nanaimo.
March 4. lat 32 N. Ion 75 31) AV. sell Gertrude L
Truudy, Davis, from Matanzas for Delaware
Breakwater.
COPABTfiKKSIliP NOTICES.

Co-Partnership.
undersigned liave this day formed a copartnership under the style of Gage & Rog-

HE

and will continue the retail grocery and provision business at the old stand, corner Fine
and Clark Street where they would be pleased to
Gage,
see all the old customers of Leighton &
and a host of new ones.
CHARLE(j K. GAGE.
FRANK E. ROGERS.
marSdlw
Portland, Me,, March 3, 18Bd.
ers.

11

DAVID W. DEANE.
SAMUEL B. DEANE.
ISAAC I). SAWYER.
mar4dlw

—AND—

FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

ANTED- Every gentleman who lias apiece
be made
of cloth, or intends to buy such, to
a
Into nice spring suit, overcoat or
W.
onable price, to go to I RED
GKOSblyCK,
I0~r>
Tailor, 26H Middle St.
D.—A man of good address, 43 years
unof age, a good penman and accountant,
derstands business and legal forms,
clerical
experience,
deuce. Sic., with twenty years
deeleven years as Clerk of United States Court,
sires a position suitable to his
ret
ufaetui mg or wholesale house. Satisfactory
ThisOmciL
erences. Address ACCDUNTAN T,

W

B. A. ATKINSON & CO., OF BOSTON,
ONE WEEK MORE

_

WANTE

THE

al>i!ltti,e3f^j.t(!!.vm?!{'

Most

lady about to marry,

gentleman intending to
every lady
WANTED—Every
themselves with a
JOURNEY, to
or

provide
and have their
Lined Leatheroid Trunk
Se' d f. r
taken safely witliout mussing.
LEATHEROID
illustrated circular to the
fehl5-3m
MANUF’G CO., Kennebunk, Me,
on a

go

^Steel

apparel

to know that the elegant STEEL LINED LEATHEROID TRUNKS,

WANTED—Every

one

LIACmanfuactured by the LEATHEROID MAN
TUR1NG CO., Kennebunk, Me., are the lightest
Wardworld.
the
in
trunks
bests
strongest and
for ladies and gentlemen; sample
robe
delivered
anytravellers,
commercial
trunks for
cirwhere in New England. Send for illustrated
cular.
_janloaom

As a general beverage ami necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
poses.
duration in every section of our country
of L'dolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SOS & CO.,
IS BEAVER

STREET,

FORK.

NEW

rtly

REALTEEEr

for
iu every Hue ever offered to the people ot Maine, toine and see
has not been
yourselves that our assertions are true, and that the halt
the
told. Please glance at our two departments beloyv and pront by
low priee.

hunks

WAITED.
A medium sized convenient
rent, in a central location.
Address with terms.
N. F. A., Press Office.
<ltf
feb4

cures.”

—

Oil.

THOMAS' ECiXCTRIC
m3dc the following cure-, proof of
proprietors can furnish on application.

lias
which the

PR.

Tooiliaclac_s22

5 Minutes

Earaclae.“
EJaeltnclie.“
Lameness.4!

“

2

Hours

2

Hays

Cotisrlrs.44

20

2

Hoarseness-- -44

Minutes

Bays

2

44

5

cuic

ALFRED
100 lbs.
I SICK.ED IIP ADBIFT—About
Manila wrapping paper and 1 tubular square
1
to be from
i.,mp In a damaged eoudiUon. supposedThe owner
The wrecked steamer Cambridge.
WILLAKI)
can have the same bv paying charges.
Port& SK1LL1NUS, End Custom House Wharf,
land, Me.
___?_i
evening between the Falmouth Hotel and 462 Cumberland St., allnen
button, rhe finder will be
sleeve
linked
cuff and
(jOKDU.n.
rewarded by returning it to DOLT OR

LOST—Saturday

STEAMSHIPS SAILING DIRECT FROM
Boston to Liverpool every Saturday*
railing

at Queenstown and Cork Harbor.
Steerage passage at Low Rates.

SAMARIA.... March 61 PA VON IA.April 3
April IT
CATALONIA. March 20;SAMARIA..
CABIN PASSAGE, $60, $80 aud $100, accord
Intermediate lassage
ing to accommodation.
$35. Dralts on Great Britain aud Ireland.

_Ieb27d3m

via. Moville and Halifax.

NAIIJVti OATHS :_

The above cut is a fac-simile representation of our Carpet
this time it is crowded with bargains, such as

floor,

and at

White Straw Matting at
Cotton and Wool Carpets at
All Wool Carpets at
Tapestry Brussels Carpets
Body Brussels Carpets
Velvet Carpets at
■

*

12 1-4 cts. per
35

55
65

$1.00
1-00

yard
yard
yard
yard
per yard
per yard

cts. per
cts. per
cts. per

Rugs and Mats and Remnants Way Down.

50 cents

per

bottle,

1

Eclectric Oil
one bottle willgo
ordinary medicine

WINES and
OF

ALL

LIQUORS

KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

street.__________—

To Let.

PORTLAND, ME.

SUMMIT MINERAL STRING WATER,
UAKKBNOIV.

KAiR DYE
~~~BATCHELQR’S CELEEflATEBjtISliU)
1831.
L.4TAU

Best in the world.
Mnriwless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No dis-

appointment,

no

ridje-

jiii,au tints; remedies
I iie ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
oft end be an fciful
Block or Brown. Extdnnatory c i culars

£'>m;postpaid
envelopes, on

in seaieu

applica-

tion, mentioning this
Sold by all drug-

pn per.

I.OR’S Wig Factory, 30
East 10th (ft,N.Y city.
may If,

1

>

■

r n1

“UNITED
STATES
HOTEL.

DR.

WILSON,

SPECIALIST,
Treats complicated Dismade

and those
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.

Examination free
and
Conftulention
9 a. m. to M p. m._janl5dtt_
son. a h
and FISTIJCA treated witli
or■T* out the use of the knifealso
SL
detensiou from business,
gl
I I ■*
other diseases of the KecI BB B Bltum. Cure guarantied. WM.
H B hiiVsEAD (M. 6. Hai-vard 1842)
and ROBERT M. BEAD (M. D. Harvard 1876),
B«wKvnu. House, No. 175 Tremont 8t.,
itiu.
References given. Consultation free. Ben1
fli.
4r.
Office hours, 11 A. M. to
for pamphlet.
(Sundays and holidays excepted.) feb!3eodiy
from

ga’&&

^all

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise In the
Warehouse rePortland Sngar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
i. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
jvl4dtf

by
to

App

febJdtf

ARENT8 WANTEP.

AutN

Wo. :i»8 Commercial Street.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. Coyle, jb.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Agent

BOOMS* TO EET.

EET—Front room one flight, new Franklin
Key
Block, corner Brown and Congress Sts. 3-1
witli A. B. STEVENS, 63 Brown St,
TO LET-Two pleasant furnished
F. L. W.,
rooms, with board,In nice location.
Press Office. ___
B. B.
rfto EET—The spacious chambers over
1 Farnsworth & Co. For full particulars ap-

ROOMS*
LtJ

« vui/iua.-

FOR HARE.
HARE—Store, fixtures ami a small stock
of millinery located in the rapidly growing
sufmanufacturing village of Saccarappa; store rent
ficiently large to add dry and fancy goods;
to E. S.
Apply
a
opportunity.
low;
splendid
MERRILL. 467 Congress St., Portland._8-1
HARE.—A desirable 2% story wooden
house, situated In the western part of the
with Sebacity, on Hill street; heated by furnace,
in good
go and gas; healthy, sightly and pleasant;
on premises.
stable.
nice
Inquire
neighborhood;

FOR

O

"1

HARK—Several small lots of Boots.
Slippers for Men, Women and
Children that we are determined to close out before Spring sales begin. The most of these arc
tine quality but are Broken lots and will be sold
for half price. M. G. PALMER._8-1
HARE—Johnson’s hair dressing room,
opposite Owen, Moore & Co.; this is a chance
seldom offered, as it is a nice shop, good custom,
and best location in Portland.8-1

FOR
Shoes and

HARE—A nice brown cocker spaniel
1
male pup, full blooded, about three months
old. for sale; price $400. Address M. H. RANLETT, Rockland, Me.
_4-1
HARE—Send 2-cent stamp for Robin1
son’s musical library, full of popular and operatic music. Address II. W. HAVES, 21 Frernont place, Portland, Me.3-1

113 State
feb8

IVOR

HARE—A story and half house In Peering with three acres ol land. Apply to FRED
JNHAM, 12 Exchange St.20-4

FOR

HARE OR TO RET—House No. 269
1
Brackett St.. Cor. Carlton. Inquire of JOHN
P. HOBBS, 3 OMarket

SL_1-tf

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Cottage Lots for sale on Great
Chebcagite Island.

FOR SALE.

HOTEL FOR SALE.
The well known Bath Hotel, in Bath,
Maine, is for sale upon favorable terms.
For further information apply to
J. H. HUMPHREYS, Treas.,
Batli Savings Inst,, Bath, Me.
dim

Street, tlor. Broad St., Bonn.
dtl

ALLAN LINE.
1885.

The above cut is a fac-simile representation of our Stove and Range
floor and, like our Carpet floor, is crowded with bargains.
We have succeeded in all our arrangements with the Taunton Iron
Works Co., and are now the sole agents for the entire State of Maine
of the manufacturers of the celebrated

NEW TARIFF, QUAKER AND FIRST NATIONAL RANGES,
and we are prepared to quote low flgnres and guarantee this quality of
withRanges in every particular. Our New Tariff and Quaker Ranges
out exception contain more useful improvements than any other range
We fit any of the Ranges we hannow manufactured in New England.
also the authorized agents of the
We
are
or
coal.
wood
for
either
dle
Grove and Foundry Co. for the sale of the justly famous Groveland
Range, which is more particular y adapted to set up in small kitchens.
They have four holes on the top and a water tank on the end, and
This range is beautiful and will please any
high warming shelf.
We have a large line outside the above, and
at.
to
look
housekeeper
0.
we set' a good range with all the ware, pipe, zinc, &c., for $15.;
Also please remember we sell a $15, $20, $22.50, $25, $28, $30, $32,
$35, $40 and up to $60 Range. Rauges for 1 -4 down and $5 per month.
Don’t waste your coa1, don’t try your patience, don’t spoil your dinner,
We will
nor the hot rolls for breakfast, working over that old stove.
allow you something for it, and sell you for cash or as above, just as
Price is the same, only don’t keep that old stove any longer.
yon like.
Prices are going up.

1886.

Winter Arrangements.

Liverpool

^ HtUtfS’01!
THURSDAY,
Jan. 14
21
28
Feb. 11
25

nutl

Portland Kervire.

^ig

BTKAMBL

THURSDAY,
4
»eb.

Sarmatian.
Peruvian.

18
Polynesian.
March 4
Caspian.
18
Circassian.“
Cabin
Passenger accommodations unequalled.
*50 to $80; intermediate, $30; steerage, $20.
General
A.
&
H.
ALLAN,
to
For passage apply
Passenger Agents, 80 State St. Boston; and C. P.
W ALDltON,40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN.
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. A
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

nov28dtf
fARHS.

BCNINKMN

DYER*

ISAAC W.

Counsellor at Law,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

Jan22

o
d3m

HAWKES BROTHERS
—

DEALERS in

—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wllmot St, PORTLAND, ME.
Geo. E. IlAWKts,

Special

Attention

decl8

J. Hawk**.
Cemetery Work.

Melvin

given

George F. Holmes.

to

d6m

Franklin C. Faybon

PAYSON,
Counsellors at Law,
HOLMES &

PARLOR SUITS IN GREAT VARIETY.
Chamber Sets
IN

PINE,

ASH, CHERRY,

WALNUT

and

MAHOCANY.

"ssr*.
A. A.

STROUT,

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
Portland, IHe.
Exchange Street,
Office connected with that of Clarence Hale.
dim
feb23

93

SIDEBOARDS, HAT TREES TABLES, EAST CHAIRS, &C.
DOKTKTBLL

NO. 188 MIDDLE STREET,
(Canal Bank Building)

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,

We shall show the finest line of Chamber Sets about
April 1st, ever shown on one floor east of Boston.
It will pay you to wait and see these goods.

LOCKE & EOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have removed to

BUILDING, 180 MIDDLE
STREET,
Three doors west of foi
office.
nter

Cor. Pearl and Middle Sts.,
S27 WashBranch of the Great Nassau Hall House Furnishing Store,
Boston.
Street,
ington

mars__dOmos

riVHE "Homestead”of the late Capt. E. D. Choate
JL opposite the Cathedral on Cumberland street 1
the house is well built of brick, contains fifteen
rooms, and lias the modern conveniences. For
terms of sale, apply to CHARLES B. MERRILL,
attorney for the heirs qf E. D. Choate; office in
Centennial Block.mar3d&wlm

.,

__

IVOR

Bir.arl

s

_

FOR

IVOR

California,

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
md Australia.
For Freight. Passage, Sailing Lists and further
information, apply to or address the General
Eastern Agents.

eod3m_

sellTgkmTS WANTEP—To
articles yet invented; 'orge
j\ ing householdsell.
address
For particulars
profits and sure to
R. M. GORDON, Lewiston, Maine._2-.-II
4 ceivts
Agents; money in it; an article
enclose stamp,
A very popular with ladies;
22-4
j.C. BARDWELL. Faxton, Mass.

D

For NEW YORK.

cisco.

risk,targe

mat 3

eases

iH

recently occupiedy

Free St. Market.
MULMX, 109 Centre bt.

IVOR

MAI1NE

JULYE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

^Steamer

APCUTC with small capital. We have sometoldg
I a new.no
profits, special 30 .lav
a. i.
ofler, write at once. Raman Co., 381 Canal St.,

ply

BY

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

I'CtOTI

with three good benchO LET—Joiner’s shop
Inand circular saw.
es mortise machine
288 Commercial
LEIGHTON,
P.
K
A.
quire of

TO

J1FOBTED

..

Steamers sail from New York lor Asplnwall on
the 1st. 10th and 20th ol each month, carrying
named
passengers aud freight for all the above
of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

iWK
T°
attendeclto!8
soil’s stable, 35 Green street._

ANDREW

Dominion

mew

Japan, China,

reuts in
EET—Two nice convenient sunny
North street, 7
new house on Sunnier court,
to
month.
Apply
rooms. $12 60 and §15.00 per
H H SHAW, 164 Middle street._£±_
rooms, consistrllO I,A nice tenement of 5
and 3 chambers,
mg of front room, kitchen
Vine
11
St., rent modNo.
at
floor,
al! on second
erate. J. DUNI HY, 2 York St._£±_

Taylor,

25th February.
3d March.

Montreal

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

find*

w. A

P^gi,d

|

STEAMERS.

of Passage >
Cabin.$60 and $80. Return..$60 and $160
..Return $60
IntermediateSSO
Return at lowest rates
S20
Steerage
For freight or passage, apply to
& CO.,
TORRANCE
DAVID
Foot of India Street
dec8dtf
IS

To

m:t.

TORE No.41 Freest.,

1

January.
February I

sept21-dtf__General
PACIFIC MAIL S.

rent
LET—A llrst-elass modern up-stairs
$276
I of 7 rooms, 372 Cumberland btieet, Ready
without small children
a year;
L. W ILLIAMS,
about April 1st. Apply to CHAS
at W. H. Sanborn & Co. s._

and
an

23u
11 tli

°

to

Pl,X?d.

STEAMERS.

25th February.
Oregon
February l
11th March.
18th February | Vancouver
25th March.
Toronto
4th March
|
BRISTOL RKRVIFF:
For Avoninoutb P«h (Direct)._

Avonmouth

(Atilt SAUE—$600 or less; blacksmith shop,
; two
established 40 years, rent $8 per monththree
r
bellows and anvils; $1600; horse shoes;
an
want
must
sell,
and
men; owner disabled
oiler! J. W. WILBUR, 260 Washington St., Bostoll.

j

Liverpool
4th

business chances.

Thomas’

Remember that Dr.
v

positively

STORAGE.

eoatt

a. m.

Sailing Between Liverpool and Portland,

hunter

—

it will ease in 5 minutes, and
any case when used at the outset.

DR. E. B. REED,

8.

gold

sell the best

5 Minutes

Croup

ianS_eodtf

1n...
novlOdtf

a

on r—Wednesday afternoon,
cuff w itb
Fore and 284 Congress St., a linen
will be suitably
gold button attached. The finder
Street.
Fore
272
at
same
the
rewarded by leaving
b-l
HASKELL.

Hour

s

S?eal'iiess.44
Paisi cfBura..44
Pain of Scald.44

EVERY OTHER WEEK FROM JAY’Y 4th.

apdpiacFof

at 10

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.

PALMER._____b-i
372
between

S

Co; 4s.44 24 Hours
44
Boa Tln-oat.. 44 12

PORTLAND,

flesh Is
Dr. Keed treats all chronic diseases that
as incurable
heli to: all cases that are given up
i
physicians,
homeopathic
and
the.
allopathic
by
I find
will take their case to treat and cure them.
to die ean
about four-fifths ol the cases given up
letter,
be cured. Examination at a distance by
residence and
with their full name
at
the
Examination
and $2.00.

Philadelphia,

Insurance one-half the rate of
'‘"ii11-)1 vessel.
West by the Fenn. R. R., and
the
for
Freights
South oy connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Bound Trip 818.
Pussnge 810.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 l.oog Wharf, Boston.
31dtf
♦

ii

ii

1885-6- WINTER AUKANGEMENTS-1885-6

I

58BR0WJY STREET,

Portland, Me

in.

From Boston on Wednesday.
OREGON. April 21, May 19, June 16. July 14.
GALLIA, May 5, June 2, June 30, July 28.
•BOTHNIA, May 12, June 9, July 7, August 4.
SCYTHIA, April 28, May 26, June 23, July 21
Boston being 180 miles nearer Liverpool than
New York, the "Oregon” is expected to make the
passage under six days. For passage or freight,
apply to F. II. DU VEltNET, Agent, 99 State St.,

IlO

“AH
the wonderful snd miraculous
The unrivalled and peerless medicines.”
And note the following

—

Clairvoyant au<l Bolnuic Physician,

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Fine Street Wharf,

From

p.

LINE.
CUNARD
Stupendous Bargains FAST EXP SERVICE.

riiO

iiar 10

_d6na

METAPHYSICIAN !

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.

——

FOR

WILL. OFFER

PalJ.t(s)’aasTI!r‘K

_

SCHNAPPS.

MRS.A. 1. POOLE,

iaa7

land._____

Jr

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

Ollier 13..irn—1> ...

one or twoII7ANTED-A book binder ofBox
13 J8, PortV\ years experience. Address

and Slippers, as some
lots
closed out We have added other and better
several days
and will continue our half price sale
b-l
longer. M. (i. PALMER.
to close
I.vOlTIVD—A first-class store anxious and
ends,
out sample pairs, misfits, and odds
Boots, Shoes
before Spring trade begins. These
are
Children,
and
Women
and Slippers for Men,
M.G.
sold at hall price, at 641 Congress street, by

470 CONGRESS ST

£>• «»•

I

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

OF

1

(___

J. B. COYLE. JR..
Gen’l Manager.

Furniture & Carpet Store Boston! Philadelphia

V—Several opportunities to obtain gieat

HASKELL&JONES,

!>

ANTED—To hire a small room on ground
attached.
floor with about ten liorsc power
4~1
Address STEAM, 27 Preble SL_

sale of Boots, Shoes
Losbargains in our clearance
lots have been entirely

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS

2-cent stamp
office ?i, and consultation free.

a

leaving

Also General Managers for New England for the
Celebrated

Medical Rooms 592 Gongress St.,

after April 1st,

this city, Feb. 23d,

Haskell & Jones,

AT

small
western part of
house, cottage preferred, in
Address B„ Press Office._4-1
or

Ed*

apply

mation
Company’s
of State street.
nov20dtf

case

R. STANLEY & SON, Importers,

BE

and^ginpanioii

watch. The finder will be rewarded by
LOST—In
3-1
at the PRESS OFFICE.

FOR SALK

WILL

YY

—

Prj“®e
ARRANGEMENT.
Rail-

SPRINC

BRANCH

PORTLAND

AND ALL PARTS OF

Brun.wick, Nov.. »«*»•“’
Breton.
ward. Island, and Cape

New

lost and roiiNO.

faither than half ad02cu oi

HE firm of Deane Bros. & Sawyer is this day
The affairs of
dissolved by mutual consent.
said firm will be settled by I). W. and S. B. Deane.

uov!2

or address immediately,MR. S.
I,E\'Y, 07 Middle st., Portland, Me._5-1
iitjINTED—A competent, reliable woman as
for an elderly
Housekeeper
Monday, at 2G GKLEN ST._6-1

price paid; call

FOB

The new Steamers of this Line wnilmtve
MONDAY
road Wharf, foot of State street, every
PUR 1
and THURSDAY at G.wO P. M., for LAST
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
to
cheeked
and
baggage
Through tickets issued
destinat ion. Bar-Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
Union
the
al
Tickets
For
and staterooms,
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., nr for other inforat
Office, Railroad Wharf, foot

marl

is on!

NOTICE.

LANCASTER BUILDING,

MANAGER OF THE

s-g"

~~

H. S.
EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX,

DOMINION LINE.

ready.
Mary

3,1880.

a

Tailor

A

STEAMSHIP CO,

Boston.

for Boston,

Portland,

WA1VTEDand

—

ATKINSON,

C.

om/»,

HYANNIS—Passed by Gth. sells Ella, Burns,
and John Bracewell, from Portland for New York;
Maria Adelaide, do for Bridgeport.
PROVINCETOWN—Ar Gth, brig Kodiak, from
New York for Portsmouth.
BOSTON—Ar 7tli, barque Florence L Genovar,
Veazie, Pensacola; sells Sadie Wilcutt, Gilchrist,
southern port; Ann Parker, Morse. Koekport;
Harper, Perkins, Koekport; Carrie 11 Spoffurd,
Scott, Deer Isle; Hero, Lowe, Belfast.
Sid 7th. barque Henry Warner, for Portland;
sell Frank Harrington, for Wiscasset.
Ar 8th, sell Yale, Hodgdon, 111 more.
Cld 8tli. barque Charles Loring. Tliestrup, for

Mar.

Jour.
vest maker at 249 Middle St.
“*

IMMEDIATELY

—

Norton, Rockland.
At Sands Point, sell Ilattie E King, from St
•
Join). Nil.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 6tli, sell Maggie J Smith,
News.
Bennett, Newport
NEWPORT— Below 8th, a three-masted sehr
from Rockland for New York,
(supposed the
Brigadier.)
Sid
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Gth, sell Mary K
Ainsdeu, Clark. Philadelphia for Boston; Quoddy
for
l.ubec:
Weehawken
Mahoney,
Lucy A1 Collins. Hall. Portland for Bridgeport, Ct; Nellie A
Boston
for
Wilmington. NC; AnDrury. Wilson,
na Bell, Maeomber, fm Hayli for Boston; Addie
for New York.
Portland
M Bird. Cushman.
In part Gth, barque A 1J Could, Heuralian, from
sells
Geo Bird. Gray,
for
Pernambuco
Portland;
Hoboken for do; Helen Thompson, Avery. ElizaJacksonville
for
Green,
Boston; Delhi,
bethport

11

on

city.

often heard
Is a common
from those who have realized, by personal use, the curative powers of Ayer’s
** I
cannot say enough
Cherry Pectoral.
in praise of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, believing as I do that, but for its use, I
should long since have died from lung
troubles.—E. Bragdon, Palestine, Tex.

ISAAC

WANTED—Customers
installments

WANTED—On

“It Saved My Life”
expression,

Freight

nails!
Corn!,

lady. Apply

,,

dith'tith.

that Mrs. Dr
ANTED—Ladles to
Sherman still remains at 42 South street,
treatment of corns, outgrowing joints and inOutgrowing Joints a specialty.
growing
-aU at residence if desired without extra
6-1
removed for 25 cents.
charge
ANTED-The ladies of Portland to know
rooms
that the undersigned have opened
and are prefor dress making at 70 Quebec St.,
at
reasonato do all kinds of dress making
pared
ble rates. S. E. HODGDON Si CO.6G_
for the New Acorn
Range the best range in the market; sold
Sole agent, OEO. A. ULMEUi.

^VilT

26, ship Rosie Welt, Welt,

f...

TREMONT and FOREST CITY

will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA W HARK
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. in. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoln the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Bostou late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Railroad and Sound. Lines lor sale.
taken as usir
coyLS Ja Manager.

and good address
For
terms to men Of ability
oupt. of A^JCU*
narticulars Cftll 00 J. k.
40 Exchange St., Portcles for Maine and N. H„

in

STEAMERS

THE FIRST-CLASS

TED—Canvassers to handle the “CycloInformation,” published
Wannedia of Practical
hv D Aouleton Si Co., one volume, large octavo,
territory and liberal
exclusive
over 1000 pages;

_

Portland.

FARE $1.00

_£±_

PALMER-

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Liverpool 5tli, ship John T Berry, Watts,
Astoria.
Sid fm Liverpool Mch C, steamer Toronto, for

Sid fm Nanaimo Feb
San Francisco.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres

who wear nninber

lnnd sewed Congress
Also 50 ladies to buy small sized
rice *7 50)
at half price. M G.
narrow French Kid Slippers

A

Arrived.

Franconia, Bonnet, New Y’ork—mdse
| toSteamship
J B Coyle, Jr.

can make
be furwrite to

Market Square, Portland, Maine.

12

•Tvn-10 voung men

Kent, Boston.
LUBEC, March 5-Sld, sells Geo P Trigg, Hilliard, and Chas E Sears, Allen. New ^ ork.
Sch Huntress. Hunt, which lost anchor and
chain in the gale Feb 28. secured another ana
sailed for New York Mch 4th.
Sch Hattie lies in same position as last reported.
The after house has washed off. Wreckers are removing sails, light spars and running gear, ana
will make an effort to right her.
EAST MACHIAS. March 5— Ar, brig Raven,
Stewart, Boston, to load for West Indies.
Sid 5th, sch Saarbruek, Clark, New York.

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
MONDAY, March

or

to buy Frencl1 calf
W ?SiaW
Boots at $2.50, (former

CORRESPONDENT.

".ig.*--!::: giUiE

\

Northwestern preferred..
;
.
New York Central.
Rock Island....
St..,Paul ..
|
St. Paul preferred.
’9% ;
Union Pacllic.
a
Western Union Telegraph..
..

9.

Call

complete outfit.

REED & CO.,

WISCASSET, March 8—Ar, sch Frank Harring-

one

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MARCH
Sunrises.G.04 nigh
water!.
6
Sunsets.0.39
!

lUbiots Central.
Lake Shore... “7 -4
Michigan Central.
Z'jVa
New Jersey Central.

Northwestern.}"r

G
6
11
11
13
13
13
1G
17

tor

mshed®wRh

ton.

—

FOR

BOSTON

and Ladies to take

order3

to san

_

SAILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

o’clock, however, the market again became very
dull and it closed dull and generally firm at quota-

Erie

—IT. S.4s

Ainrphtf

STEAMERS.

=

1

WANTED.—Gentlemen
portraits. Smart agents
1 week Reliable parties wdl

..

___

Men's Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.

LONDON, March 8, 188G.-[Beerbohm’s report
to Chamber of Commerece.] Cargoes off the coast,
Cargoes on the
wheat firmly held; com steady.
firmer and corn
passage and for shipment, wheat
has an upward
wheat
steady. At Liverpool, spot VVeatherin
England,
tendency, and corn steady.

•••■

Mexican Central 4s....
Flint & Fere Marquette Railroad

_

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

dailv:
Atch., Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. 92V*
Eastern Railroad.......,
IS*
.37V§
New York and New England Railroad.

pref

8, 1886.—Cotton firm;

March 8,1880.—Cotton firm; mid-

dling 8%c.

Boston Stock Market.

do

6 50

Quicksilver.
do preferred.

First Dude—“Yas, Chawley is a good cnougli
fellow, hut he is feahfully defawmed, you know.”
Second Dude—“Defawmed? No, I didn’t know
It. fn what way is Chawley defawmed?”
“Why, tlawge, you see lie has a haw id great
eowlick wight on liis forehead, so lie can't part
tus hair in the m.ddle. It is too deuced bad, you
kuaw. for aside from ids detawmity Chawley is a
danged good fellah, you kuaw.”

er Oil With
lar Troubles of the

2ds.105
New York Mining Stocks.

•

bury

U. s. Express.
Wells. Fargo Express.121
Union Pacific 1st..,..11'%
do Land Grants.IOC
do Sinking Funds.118%

plan

paper.

fsVst
®4

div.lj“

All

The way to argue down a vice Is not to tell lies
about it—to say that it lias no attractions, when
it
everybody knows that it lias—but rather let
make out Its case just as It certainly will hi the
momeut of temptation, and then meet it with the
weapons furnished by tlie Divine armory.

oi mo

foe's
12

121
Denver « R. Gr. lsts.
Kansas lsts. Den
lsts.
Oregon Nav.
Lehigh & Wilkesbarre.„„„
Missouri Pacific
Mobile* Ohio. I4
Morris & Essex. ..13®%
Northern Pacific.

path.

loneliness

.14“%

Lqpp Island.
Lowsville & Nasn. 43Vs
Manhattan Elevated.12®%
Metropolitan El.1®°
Hannibal S'St.'Jo.
do preferred.
Central Pacific lsts .11“%

He that ascends the ladder must take the lowest
round. All who are above were once below.

Colgan’s Taffy Tolu clears tlie voice.
speakers and singers are beginning to use it,

f%

Kansas & Texas.
Lake Erie & West
Houston & Texas.

One to-day is worth two to morrows.
Be self reliant; do not take too much advice,
but rather depend on yourself.
Never fail to keep your appointments, nor to
be punctual to the minute.
Never be idle, but keep your bauds or mind usefully employed, except when sleeping.
Use chanty with all; be ever generous in
thought of deed; help others along life’s thorny

A

to load
West Indies. To chase. Leavitt &
Brig Eugenie. Munroe, Aguadilla, PR—sugar tc
Geo S Hunt & Co. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
S'*h Willianiine, Olson, Baltimore—coal to G I
Railway Co.
Sch Stella Lee, Hamilton, East Weymouthguano to MeCent RR.
Sch Lewis R French, Newman, Boothbay.

Barque Henry Warner, Paine, Boston,
Co.

for

.-15,7

1st preferred
Del. & tiud.
Del., Lack. & West.
Den & Rio Grande.
E. Tenn.. V. & ..
do nref..

wanted._

MISCJELLANKOUS.

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
ISAAC C.

Manager.

ATKINSON,

Goods for Cash

or on

Our

Special Contract System.

OPEN EVERY EVENING.
All orders
in»r8

through

the mail will receive

ELECTRIC LICHTS.

prompt

attention.
<**

Joseph A. Locke.
feb27

Lra S. Locke.
dtf

Herbert G. Briggs
ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—OF—

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
ffAU

and

business relating to Patents promptly
faithfully executed.
ful2dtt

J. W.

SPAULDING,

Attorney anil Counsellor at Law,
First National Bank
PORTLAND.
febl?

THIS PAPER
Bureau

Building,
;UK.

U&\v3ni

(10 Spruce Street), where advSSS
Advertising
Ins contracts uiny be made for it IN SliW YORK.

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH 9.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

nk\v^

advertisements to-day.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
In Insolvency.
Owen, Moore & Co.—2.
Wanted—A Young Man as Clerk.
Wanted—Board.
Wanted—A Capable Girl.
Wanted—Plano.
Perry's Hotel.
For Sale—Roller Skates.
To Let—Desk Room.
Boston & Portland Clothing Co
Wanted—Pants Maker.
Wanted—For Cash.
Gingham Wrappers—Rines Brothers.
AUCTION SALES.
Ship Chandlery Stock.
Flour at Auction.

PERSONAL.

CITY GOVERNMENT.

....

Jolm W. Lane, Esq., arrived home Saturday from Florida.
J. W. Sherwood, Cincinnati, O.; E. L.
Bates, Trenton, N. J.; J. J. Downey, Providence; A. S. Ranney, Concord, N. H.; Dr.
II. F. Hamilton, Boston; E. Barry, Lynn;
G. Bunten, New York, were among the
guests at the Falmouth Hotel last night.
A. W. Aseltine, Boston; A. L. Talbot,
Lewiston; A. S. Bowker, Auburn; E. A.
Parmenter, E. P. Young, V. H. Winson,
Boston; E. S. Cutter,East Weymouth,Mass.,
and W. H. Wiggin, Haverstraw, N. Y., were
among the guests at the City Hotel last

night.

Mrs. Chas. Smith of Jimes, Ohio, writes: 1 have
used every remedy for Sick Headache I could
hear of for tlie past fifteen years, but Carter's Little Liver Pills did me more good Ilian all the rest.
mch 9_d&wlw
The attention of ship chandlers, blacksmiths and
junk dealers is called to tlie sale of the A. B.
Stephenson stock to be disposed of to-day.

SUPERIOR COURT.

The many friends of General and Mrs.
Francis Fessenden will hear with pain of the
death of Mrs. Fessenden which occurred at
her residence in this city yesterday morning. Mrs. Fessenden has been out of health
for a long time and her death was not
W'holly unexpected.
John Jewett commenced railroading thirty-four years ago, when be was a 14 years
old boy, as a switchman in the Gardiner
freight station. In a year or so he went on

freight brakeman. He has
gradually been promoted to his present
place, and is the only man, the Lewiston
Journal says, who can be said to own a
Iroin O?nHQ nnlvo/lir
oivnnlrO flf his tl'iHIl
the road as

a

nrnv

BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Monday—Katie Hazzard vs. Frank Edgerlv.
Proceeding under the bastardy act. The parties
reside iu Saccarappa.
Because the plaintiff
did not accuse tlie defendant as is required by
tlie bastardy act, the ai tending physician neglecting to ask tlie usual questions iu s'uch cases,
the court was obliged to rule in favor of tlie defendant.

James E. Chandler and J. C. Cobb.
Elliot King.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

L. E. Lunt & Co., junk dealers have failed
with reported liabilities of 88,000.
Tlie Vancouver of the Dominion iine has
finished discharging tier cargo and lias hauled under tlie elevator.
The meeting of the Portland Light Infantry veterans, to form an association, will lie
held Wednesday night at 8 o’clock.
The usual gospel temperance meeting will
uc ucm <u> tuc

iuiasiuu

uus

evening

at

i.«w

o’clock. All are invited.
Work has begun on the interior of the new
Boston and Maine railroad station, and the
train sheds are rapidly approaching completion.
A horse belonging to S. S. Rounds, the
coal dealer, took fright while standing on
Congress street yesterday noon and ran
away. But little damage was done.
A sled with a big square box for a body
and piled high with white headed cabbages
for Togus, was one of the sights on the street
There were
in Augusta Saturday forenoon.
three tons in all and they came from Tortland,

The Allan steamship Circassian from Liverpool 25th via Londonderry 26th February
for Portland via Halifax K. S., arrived at
Halifax at 10 o’clock Sunday morning and
continued her voyage to Portland at noon

Monday.

__

Ministers’ Meeting.
According to previous appointment there
was quite a large gathering of the ministers
of the city and vicinity at the Y. M. C. A.
Hall yesterday morning.
The president,

Rev. E. T. Adams, was in the chair.
Revs. Dalton, Blanchard and Bayley

were

unpointed a committee to make inquiries as
to arrangements for religious instruction in
the school for deaf mutes, and ascertain if
anything farther should be furnished by
the churches.
Revs. Bayley, Blanchard and Small were
elected an executive committee, to make
necessary arrangements for the future meet-

ings.
Dr. Dalton delivered an address on the
“In what does the Christian Sabbath differ from the Jewish Sabbath.” He
plainly indicated the difference as that of

question,

The discussion drew out

grace and law.
many practical

suggestions,

and gave sure

proof that all were agreed as to the importance of a more religious observance of
the Lord's day. It was the expressed belief
that concerted action on the part of the
clergy would awaken new activity throughout
the churches; and the previous decision to

preach

on

that

subject

next

Sunday

was

made more general and emphatic.
Being a matter of prime importance in all
questions "relating to body, mind and soul, it
is to be expected—desired at least—that the
ministers will make themselves heard in “no
It surely is time to “call
uncertain sound.”
a halt” in reference to the desecration and

other than Jewett’s.

Marshal.

1 he New

Mr. Ezra Hawkes, who was yesterday appointed City Marshal by Mayor Chapman,
is a large, tall, powerful, fine looking man.
He was born in China, in this State, in 1834,
and passed his youth in Jackson, W aldo
county. He graduated at the Friends’ school
in Providence, R. I. He came to Portland in
1852, and pursued the calling of a stoneIn 1861 he was appointed deputy
marshal in the time of the three IPs—socalled— Marshal Huse, Deputies Heald and
Hawkes. He remained a deputy marshal
until 1864, when he went out of office. In
1867 he was appointed and served for six
months on the State constabulary. In 1872,
he was appointed U. S. Superintendent of
granite work, and supervised the cutting of
cutter.

the stone for the Philadelphia post office at
the yards in Richmond, Va., and later he
was appointed by the government Inspector
of the Granite Cutting for Public Buildings.
He remained in this position until 1884. He
then returned to Portland, and has been engaged at his trade and in the real estate business, and has erected several buildings
iiere.
He is also Worthy District Templar
of the order of Good Templars for Cumberland District. Mr. Hawkes is a man of genial manners, and it is said will make an excellent marshal.
Marshal Hawkes filed his bond last evening and took possession of his office, commencing his duties at that time.

Congregational Club.
Congregational Club held its regular
meeting last evening at the Preble

The
The
March

House.

About 140 ladies and gentlemen
gathered around the handsomely spread and
excellently served tables, enjoying greatly
the generous repast, seasoned with social
intercourse and fellowship. The address of
the evening following the supper was given
by Prof. Llewellyn Pratt, D. D., of the

Hartford, Conn., Theological Seminary. His
subject, “The responsibility of the churches
in the call to the ministry,” was an able and
timely discussion of a vital duty on the part
one very greatly
of our churches, and
neglected. He gave a clear statement of the
inadequacy of the supply of ministers. The
attributed to false views of what
constitute a call to the ministry. The
speaker insisted with great force, arguing
from Scripture and history, the duty of the
church to call its choice young men to the
ministry. Seldom has the club listened to a
more important theme, more earnestly and
seriously presented. Dr. Pratt from his
position as professor at Hartford could
speak knowingly upon this subject. The
cordial thanks of the club were extended to
the speaker by Dr. Fenn, and seconded by a
cause was

unanimous vote.
The interest in the club is increasing, and
quite a number of new members have recently joined. The next meeting will be
held id May—a ladies’ meeting, to be addressed by Rev. E. B. Webb, D, D., of

Boston._
New Mexico.

Tonight

Hon.

Clarence

Pullen,

late Sur-

call.

veyor General of New Mexico, will lecture
^n that Territory at the library room. Mechanics’ Hall, in the free Mechanics’ course.
The Bangor Whig says when he delivered
the lecture in that city Gen. C. W. Roberts
of the New' Unity Club presided; his subject was comparatively new to people in the

It is probable that a very large proporti n
of the pastors of the city will enforce the
truth concerning this matter next Sunday;
and all throughout the State are earnest! \
invited to do so.
M
At the next meeting of the ministers, to be
held April 5th, Rev. F. T. Bayley will read a

East and yet full of interest. He has made a
study of New Mexico and its people, and
presents the results of liis study and observation in language singularly felicitous.
Those who listened to the lecture found it
rarely entertaining. When Mr. Pullen finished he was heartily applauded Und a large

disuse of the Lord’s Day, and all man-loving,
frnfl-fpnrintr Hpnnlp Khnnlrl nnit.p in
a

public

sentiment

paper on

nrpntinp-

which will make this

“Sunday Excursions.”

nuiiiuci

A Pleasant Surprise.

connected with the Second Parish Circle (ot
which Mrs. Kelsey is President) went to her
residence, No. 120 Franklin street, and
quietly took possession. They all came
loaded down with everything to make up a
picnic supper, and when Mrs. Kelsey returned home she found her rooms swarming
with ladies and gentlemen and the tables all
laid in the spacious dining room. Her surprise can better be imagined than described.
In a few moments, however, she recovered
her equanimity and entered heartily into the

fun.

After all the company had partaken
of supper they adjourned to the parlors,
where Mr. Kelsey and son “Ted” pleasingly
rendered several selections upon the flute
and piano. A letter was also read from
Mrs. J. E. McDowell, a member of the
circle, now on one of the Raymond excursions, describing her trip thus far, after
which sociality ruled till a late hour. It was
a very pleasant affair and much enjoyed by
all the participants. The handsome album

quilt, containing 1200 names, just completed
by the Circle and nicely set by Mrs. P. W.
Woodbury, was exhibited and received
complimentary notices. The quilt has
been purchased by Mrs. Kelsey.
many

Civen Up for Lost.

The schooner Robert Byron sailed from
this port on the 20th of last December,
bound on a trading trip to the Cape de Yerde
islands. The vessel was of about 100 tons
burden and commanded by Captain Carmon
of Deer Isle. She carried a crew of about
seven men, and was owned and fitted out by
Capt. W. H, Lewis and C. P. Knapp of this
city. The crew was mostly made up of
natives of the Cape de Verde islands. The
passage to the Cape de Verde islands ordidinarily lasts from 20 to 25 days, and as
nothing has been heard of the Byron since
she sailed away from Portland, she has been
given up for lost by her owners. When the
last steamer left the islands the Byron was
already 48 days overdue. The vessel and
Capt. Carmon had
cargo were insured.
win ue
many friends in this city ana ms joss

greatly felt.

The Robert Byron Is the second vessel to
be lost in the trade in a short time, the
schooner Vanelian, Capt. Allen, being the
first. The Vanelian was wrecked in a heavy
November gale while on her voyage home.
The

Longfellow

Letters.

The Boston Journal jesterday stated that
a
meeting of the Longfellow Monument
Association of that city was held at Mr.
Arthur Gilman’s house Saturday night. By
a vote of the association the collection of
English letters accompanying copies of the
Longfellow bust in Westminster Abbey
wore retained in their possession instead of
being presented to the Maine Historical Society as recommended by a committee.

Alleged Swindler.
giving the name of George E. Saun-

A man
ders asked a

lady

on

Franklin

uj.

uis

incuun

jjicsscu

luiwiuu

wi

congratulate

Yesterday afternoon, while Mrs. Samuel
B. Kelsey was up town shopping, the ladies

street to

change a §20 bill for him. She said she had
only nine dollars, and he borrowed that
amount. Since then she has not seen him.
He tried to get Mr. F. R. Fay to cash a check
purporting to be endorsed by the proprietors of the Boston Globe, but Mr. Fay didn’t
see it.
__
Ancient Order Hibernians.
The Ancient Order Hibernians, Division
No. 2, held their annual ball at City Hall last
evening. There was a large party in attendance. Chandler's Band furnished excellent music and the dance was kept up to a
late hour.

Franklin Ferry, Lyuian W. Hanson, Benjamin F.
Andrews.
Measurers of Wood and Bark brought by earta
and aleds, railroad and water conveyance—Chan.
H. Pike, Jason T. Pickett, Nathaniel Walker.
Ellas Chase, J. Laroehelle, Jr.. JameeO. McLean,
Jerome Knmery. Argyle D. Morse. William It. Bohannon, J. Laroehelle, Lewis L. Thurston, Abljah
H. Purlnton, Augustus H. PrinceSurveyors of Plastering—Klclmrd K. Gatley,
Thomas J. Feeney.
Su veyor of Granlte-George E. Hawkes.
Cullers of Hoops and Staves—Lorlng Lombard,
Levi J. Jones.
Weighers of Fertilizers—L. L. Knight, F. D.
Ellis.
Weighers of Lumber—Edward Duddy, Martin
Kavanah.
Weigher of Plaster—John M. Stevens.
Weighers of Coal for Gas Company—Daniel J.
Feeney. Thomas Burns.
Weighers of Coal and Iron—Orlando W. ElJr., A. I.
drhlge, John S. Conley. James H. Baker,
Randall, Thomas M'illett, Edgar F. Swett, Geo.
W. Thayer, George J. Gerrish, Daniel W. Buzzell,
Levi M. Prince, John F. Randall. Edward Duddy,
Martin Kavanah, F. W. Knight, A. C. Paine, Oakley C. Curtis, Augustus H. Prince, Abijah H. Puriuton, Cyrus K. Ladd, C. F. Rounds, Wm. J. McCann, Henry F. Merrill.
Surveyors of Lumber—Howard Winslow, Chas.
E. Deermg, Cassius D. Richardson, Nathan lit er,
Pliny Allen, Janies Carle, Moses O’Brion, Winthrop W. Itlggs, George Hall. Lewis L. Thurston,
William Westwood, Win. H. Walker, N. S Heseltlne. C. Eugene Walker, William Westby, Edward L. Clark, Samuel M. Smart, Jerome Rumerv, George J. Gerrish, Orin R. Legrow, Palmer
Dudley. William O. Miller, Frank M. Clement,
William E. Willard, ThomaB Deering, M. W. Ripley, Kufus A. Legrow, James McCrluck, Isaiah
Daniels, E. L. Jordan.
Surveyors of Lumber and Ship Timber—Cyrus
K. Ladd, Nathaniel Walker, George Brackett, Albert II. Simouton, William II. Slmonton, Albert
Brackett. J. Willis Taylor.
Weigher of Leather—W. W. Roberts. Jr.
Cullers of Dried Fish-Georgc Trefcthen, Samuel F. Bearee.
Weigher of Coal, Iron, Plaster and Lumber—
Edward II. C. Thompson.
Weigher of Coal and Hay—Franklin M. Law-

him upon the effort. It was
certainly one of the best addresses of the
kind ever given in Bangor. Mr. Pullen has
a large and extended acquaintance in Portland, and there will be a great desire evinced
to hear his lecture.

Parisian.

The Vancouver and

Owing to its being currently reported that
the steamship Vancouver of the Dominion
the largest vessel which has ever
called at this port, we have made inquiries
and find it not to be the case, as the Allan
Liner Parisian which vessel has been run
ning to this port regularly for some time, and
is due on her next voyage the first week in
April, is a larger vessel in every way. The
respective dimensions of the above vessels

Line is

according

to

Lloyds register

are:

Parisian'.

ft. in.

ft. in.
440.8
40.2
33.2
5369 tons
3440 tons

Length.430.6

-Breadth. 45.0
33.6

Gross tongage.6217 tons
Net register. 3389 tons
In addition to cargo space the Parisian
*
carries 800 tons water ballast.

Deering
At the Deering

Town
town

Meeting.
meeting held

yesterday there was great interest manifested.
The proposition of the Portland Water
Company to
supply the town with
water—the terms of which have been published in the Press—were accepted by a
vote of almost five to one, and the selectin connection with several citizens to carry out the contract.
It was voted to sprinkle from Deering
Bridge to the Maine Central station at a cost
men were

appointed

of $300.
It was voted to appropriate $900 to light
the street by electricity from Portland to

Woodford’s.
It was voted to put an electric
Libby’s Corner.
It was voted to tax every dog $1.

light

at

It is reported that the Cumberland Rowing
Club will make the Union Rowing Club

boat-house its headquarters the coming
This will bring the Dirigos, Unions

season.

The
and Cumberlands under
one roof.
Dirigos have plenty of boats, number 25

members, embracing O’Connell, Williams,
Randall, the Davises, Gibbons, Prince and
the Breslins. The Cumberlands have a number of boats and are

having

an

eight

oared

shell built.
Among their numbers are J.
J. Buckley, F. Buckley, Frates and Morgan.
The Argonaut Athletic Club, whose room is
in Market Square, is composed of members
of the Dirigos.
The Japanese Tea Party.
The entertainment given in the vestry of
the First Baptist church last evening was

well attended. The vestry was prettily decorated with Japanese fans, umbrellas, lanterns, etc. The principal feature of the entertainment was a fan drill given by nine
Miss
young ladies under the leadership of
Bacon.
Mrs. Thos. P. Beals gave two readings in
her usal excellent style. A solo by Miss
Pierce was finely rendered and well received,
as was also one
by Mr. Beckett.
After the entertainment tea was served in

the Japanese style.

Board of Civil Service Examiners.
Edward li. Pierce, Esq., U. S.
Appraiser
at this port has been appointed to the Civil
Service Examining Board at the Custom

place of David Moulton, deceased.
The board has re-organized as follows: Hon.
Bion Bradbury, chairman; Chas. W. Roberts, secretary, Horatio Hight, and Edward
House in

B. Pierce.

Ezra

Hawkes

Appointed City Marshal.

The Inauguration exercises of the city government of 1886-87, were held yesterday at
the City Building. The morning’s proceedings consisted of the organization of the two
boards, as usual, and the reading of the
Mayor’s address, and those of the evening
of the election of subordinate municipal officers.

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
The Board of Aldermen was called to order, according to the provisions of the city

yesterday morning, at 10 o’clock, by
City Clerk Burgess. The credentials of tho
following gentlemen were received by the
committee—Messrs. Beale and McMahon—
and pronounced correct:
Ward 1—George W. Beale, (Kep).
Ward 2—Virgil C. Wilson, (Deni).
Ward 3—Horace H. Kicker, (Kep).
Ward 4—Thomas McMahon, (Deni).
charter,

6—Whitman Sawyer, (ftep).
Ward 6—William M. Marks, (Bep).
Ward 7—Herbert M. Briggs (Kep).

Ward

The Board temporarily organized by the
choice of Virgil C. Wilson ns temporary
chairman, and notified the lower board. After the joint convention, Mr. Whitman Sawyer was elected permanent chairman.
George W. Beale was elected Gas Agent
for the city by unanimous ballot, and this
action was concurred in by the lower board.
The following orders were passed, and received concurrent action from the Common
council:
ORDERS PASSED.

All unfinished business of the last City
Council be referred to the proper committees
of this City Council when appointed.
That the Auditor submit his estimates for
the year on or before April 5th.
That the rules and orders of the last City
Council be the rules and orders of this City
+

oio.nmui

Briggs and Wilson, Councilmen
Bumery and Dewey of 6, were a
committee
to revise the municipal
pointed
register and annual reports.
Aldermen

Gatley,

a

The joint standing committee on rules and
orders was ordered to revise the rules and
orders of each board and report.
Aldermen Marks, McMahon and Beale
were appointed a committee on Auditor’s estimates.
The Common Council subsequently added Messrs. Trefethen, McGowan, Adams, Roberts and Cox.
MISCELLANEOUS.

The following were appointed undertakers:
A. J. Rich, N. W. Morse, C. Ilsley, H. W.

Rich, Jeremiah Ilsley, Louis Bunee, John
W. Lewis, Joseph N. II. Rand, John J.
Downs, Dennis Tobin, James E. Tobin,
Charles Harris, Joseph H. Dill, John S.
Cushman, Thomas W. Randall, Janies Wal-

lace.
Alderman Ricker was appointed a member of the Board of Health for two years.
James S. Gould was appointed Superintendent of Burials.
Jacob S. Winslow was appointed a Com
missioner of Cemeteries and Public Grounds
for three years.
Mayor Chapman announced that he had
appointed Ezra Hawkes to be City Marshal
in place of Benjamin F. Andrews.
The Aldermen adjourned to 7.30 p. in.
In Common Council.
In accordance with the provisions of the
city charter, the Board was called to order
by the clerk, L. Clifford Wade.
Michael C. McCann was elected president
pro tern., and Messrs. Rumery. Gatley and
McGowan a committee on credentials, who
announced the following gentlemen elected,
(the Democrats in italics):
Ward 1—George Trefethen, If. P. Dewey, It.
Gatley.
Ward 2—M. McCann, J. A. McGowan, 1). S.

Murphy.

Ward 3-A. B. Brown, F. II. Cushing, 0. Ad-

ams.

Ward 4—J. Rumery, P. O'Xeil, R. 11. Parker.
Ward 5—J. Williamson, C. N. Lang, H. P. Cox.
Ward 0—A. G. Dewey, G. H. Abbott, E. W.

Kent.
Ward 7—J. P. Hobbs, J. C. Roberts, E. G.

Spring.

The upper boardwas notified of the tempoAfter the joint convenrary organization.
tion, this board organized permanently by
the choice of John P. Hobbs as president, he
receiving 20 out of 21 votes cast, and L. Clifford Wade, clerk, he receiving all the votes
thrown, 21 in number. Messrs. Williamson,
Parker and Spring were the committee appointed to count the votes.
Papers from the upper board received concurrent action.
Adjourned to 7.30 p. m.
In Joint Convention.

Upon assembling in joint convention, City
Clerk Burgess called to order, and Alderman
yy ummi

w*ia
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rence.

Alderman McMahon threw the vote of the
convention for City Clerk Burgess, anti the
votes for Citv Trpnsoror Hersfiv. Citv Messenger Sliaw, City Solicitor Symonds, City
Civil Engineer Goodwin, Street Commissioner Staples and Harbor Master Willard

made unanimous.
After the election the convention dissolved.
In Common Council.
Tile Board met pursuant to adjournment.
Absent, Mr. H. I’. Dewey.
After the usual interchange of messages,
the Board went into joint convention. After the convention dissolved, papers from
the upper hoard received concurrent action.
To the centennial celebration committee was
added, on the part of this board, Messrs.Abbott, Cox, Adams, McCann and Trefethen,
to which the president was afterwards added.
The president appointed Mr. Kent of
Ward 6, member of the Board of Health for
two years, and Mr. McGowan of Ward 2, for
one year.
The Board then adjourned.

EVENINC SESSION.

The adjourned meeting of the City Council
held in the evening, and the subordinate city officers elected.
was

In Board of

Mayor

The Board

came to order at the call of the
all the members being present.
The bond of City Marshal Hawkes, in the

of $500. was presented and approved.
C. Peabody and Seth L. Larrabee are
the sureties.
The following order received a passage:
Ordered, That a committee of three, on the
part of this Board, together with such as tlie
Common Council may Join, be appointed a preliminary committee to take into consideration that
part of the Mayor’s address relating to the centennial celebration of Portland, and report plans
for observing the same at the next regular meeting of the City Council.
On the part of this Board the chair apsum

Henry

that committee Aldermen Beale,
Wilson and Marks.
A communication from Washington Libby
on

ordered on file without being read.
A reauest for a joint convention was then
made, and the lower Board accepted the
was

After the convention had dissolved, the
Board approved the bonds of the. following
constables: W. W. Graves, Franklin Perry,
Howard F. Hall, E. A. Leighton, Stephen I).
Hall, Thomas M. Glendenning and John B.
Smith.
The petition of Granville H. Cloyes to be
inspector of oil was received and placed on
file.
Charles S. Bickford was appointed inspector of flour by the Mayor, and the appointment was confirmed.
The Mayor was given the customary authority to grant permits.
On motion of Alderman Beale, the Major
was added to the committee on the centennial celebration, and notice of the addition
was sent to the lower Board.
In Joint Convention.

The Mayor announced that the purpose of
the convention was the election of subordinate city officers, and Alderman Sawyer
moved that two committees be appointed to
receive, sort and count votes, and the motion
The chair appointed as the first
passed.
A lrlorman

or

nrwl Pniinnil-

men Rumery and Gatley, and as the second
Alderman Wilson and Councilmen McCann
and Cox.
These committees were subsequently relieved by two other committees,
consisting of Alderman Ricker and Councilman McGowan, and Alderman Briggs and
Councilman Parker. The Republican nominations for subordinate city officers were
then elected as follows:
City Clerk—George C. Burgess.
City Treasurer and Collector—Henry W. Her-

sey.
City
City
City
City

Auditor—Cyrus Nowell.
Messenger—John L. Shaw.
Solicitor—Joseph W. Symonds.
Civil Engiueer-Wm. A. Goodwin.
Commissioner of Streets—Geo. S. Staples.
Harbor Master—BenJ. J. Willar d.
City Assessor for three years—Stephen Marsh.
Assistant Assessors—Ward 1. Osman C. Monroe ; V ard 2, Thomas Pennell; Ward 3. W. C. G.
Carney; Ward 4, Chas. C. Douglass; Ward 5, Orlando "W. Eldridge; Ward 6, Orin Tlioits; (Ward
7, Wm. H. Plummer.
City Weighers and Gaugers—Cyrus K. Ladd,
George McAllister.
City Weigher of Hay—Levi S. Pennell.
Weighers of Hard Coal and Plaster—Cyrus K.
LaddgGeorge McAllister.
Sealer of Weights and Measures—William E. P.
Cross.
Superintendent of Clocks--Ira Berry, Jr.
Truant Officer—Chas. A. Beals.
Chief Engineer of Fire Department—Granville
H. Cloyes.
Assistant Engineers of Fire Department—1st,
Chas. W. Cushing; 2d, Kobt. W. Jackson; 3d.
Thomas Payne; 4th, Samuel Hodgdon.
Engineers of Steam Fire Engines—Machigonne
No. f, Edward W. Porter; Portland No. 2, John
Cousins; Cumberland No. 3. Alfred Wiggin; Falmouth No. 4, Thos. H. Williams; Casco No. 6.
Charles P. French.
City Physician—Chas. D. Smith.
Horatio N.
Small,
Consulting Physicians
Stephen H. weeks, James A. Spalding.
Overseers of the Poor and Workhouse for three
—

years—Henry

H.

Burgess,

piece throughout

as usual was interspersed
with songs, choruses and new music, and the
two principals and their talented company
have lots of chances to display their well
known vocal abilities. Mr. Knight essayed
ills familiar character Julius Snitz, poet politician and husband, and Mrs. Knight as
Nellie Wrangle, was a dashing, oj mantic
young girl. George W. Monroe as Bridget,
and John Klee as Julius Snitz, Jr., divided
the laughter and applause of the audience
witli the stars. The rest of the company,
composed of Maurice Heppard, May Bardell,
Gus Kammerlee,
Roslta Worrall, Harry
Thomas, Mine De Fossez, Mamie Sutton,
Polly Tucker and other, admirably fulfilled
their parts and helped to create the merriment of the evening.
“Over the Garden
Wall” will be repeated todight.
SYMPHONY CONCERT.

The twentieth entertainment in the Stockbridge cotirse, which occurs at City Hall
next Wednesday evening, will he an event
of prominence among musical people here.
The Symphony Orchestra, composed of sixty
under the leadership of Mr.
performers,
Wilhelm Gericke, will render the first part of
the programme.
The second part, "Troisieme Messe Solennelle,” by Gounod,will be
the
sung by
Haydn Chorus of 150 voices,
with orchestral accompaniment, under tire
direction »1' Mr. Kotzsclimar.
Good seats
are now on sale at Stockbridge’s.
The folwill
be
the
lowing
programme:
PART FIRST.

Andante from the Hoffuer Serenade.Mozart
(Composed at Solzburg for the wedding of Elizabeth Hoffner, July, 1776.)
Fautasle for Violin—Faust.Wieniawski
Mr. Franz Kneisel.
Symphonic Foem—Lcs Preludes.Fr. Liszt
PART SECOND.

Troisieme Messe Solennelle.Charles Gounod
Kyrie Eleison; Gloria in Excelsis; Credo; Sauctus
et fieuedictus; Agnus Dei.
Haydn Chorus and Symphony Orchestra.
Mr. Wilhelm Gericke and Mr. Hermann
Kotzschmar Will be the conductors.
YOUNG MRS. WINTHROP.

of the Madison Square Theatre
has been associated with such eminentlv suename

cessful productions that an announcement of
the coming of one of its companies is a
guarantee of a pure play, excellently acted,
and beautifully mounted. Amusement goers,
therefore, may be assured that the production of “Young Mrs. Winthrop” will be of
such a character as to reflect credit on the
The play
theatre, and do honor to our city.
will be presented witu the usual excellent
cast of characters on Friday and Saturday
at Portland Theatre.
SYMPHONY REHEARSAL.
A few tickets to the rehearsal of Gounod’s
Mass at City Hall Wednesday afternoon, by
the naydn Chorus and Symphony Orchestra
will be sold at 50 cents each. The concert
will begin at precisely eight o’clock.

Christopher

NOTES.

Tomorrow night an agreeable entertainment will be given at Reform Club Hall for
the benefit of the Reform Club, consisting of
music, both vocal nnd instrumental, and reHorse Car Men at 'Dinner.
The employes of the Portland Railroad
Company to the number of sixty sat down to
a supper last evening at the City Hotel. The
tables were tastefully spread, and the wants
of the inner man well cared for by mine
The management of the
host Robinson.
road was represented by tho General Manager, Mr. Newman, who.sat at the head of the

table, and after the viands had been discussed, the attorney el the road, C. F. Libby,
Esq., made the opening remarks, in which
he referred to some of the difficulties attending the management of horse railroads, and
the need of care and alertness on the part
of its employes to avoid accidents. He referred also to the claims of the public to polite and courteous treatment, and the desire
of the road to accord fair and generous
treatment to its employes, and in this connection announced that the road had decided
to reduce the hours of labor of its conductors and drivers to ten hours and three-quarters, and hoped that the change would result
in benefit to the men and increased efficiency
of the service to the public. Further remarks followed from some of the employes
and the utmost good humor prevailed.
Bound Over.
Yesterday morning Trial Justice Robinson
of Capo Elizabeth rendered his decision in

Way,

Chas. H. Baker, Frank E. Lovell.
Weigher of Grain—Millard F. Hicks.
Superintendent of Public School Buildings—
Wm. H. Sargent.
Weigher and Measurer of Leather—William H.
Boberts, Jr.

City Electrician—Levi L. Cummings.
Pound Keepers—William Hayes, Levi S. Pen-

nell, Samuel Cobb.
Field Drivers and Fence\ icwers—Samuel Cobb.
Lewis L. Thurston.
City Constables John L. Shaw, James S.Gould,
S D. Hall. James M. Black. Thomas M. Glender,ntng, Philip B. Hughes. Herbert It. Sargent,
Thomas Pennell, William H. Plummer, Charles
B. Mosley. Charles A. Beals, William W Graves,
Jesse H. Crowell, Howard F. Hall, John B. Smith,
Levi S. Pennell, Edwin A. Leighton, Joseph D.
Decelle, George W. Witham, Arthur M. Sawyer.
,.

State vs. Eben
N.
S.
Williams on a

Perry
charge
Joseph
of conspiracy. Justice Robinson found probable cause and bound Messrs. Perry and
of

in the sum of 8500 each to the
next term of the Superior Court. Hon. WF. Lunt was counsel for Cooper, the complainant, and Hon J. H. Drummond for

Williams

over

Messrs, l'erry ana w imams.

we

learn

that 207 vessels have been moved in the harbor the past year by him, and 216 from July
1st to September 1st, 1885, by Mr. Littlejohn,
who Mayor Leering authorized the harbor
master to employ, owing to bereavement in
the former’s family.
SPRINC ELECTIONS.

Republicans of Bangor Elect Their
Mayor by an increased Majority
Cain an

Alderman in a

cratic

Demo-

Stronghold.

Gives the

Largest RepubliAugusta
can Majority Ever Civen in Her
Municipal Contests.
.1 Gorham.
[Special to the Press.]
Gokuam, March 8.—At the adjourned town
meeting held to-day the entire Republican
ticket was elected by from 100 to 120 majority. The moderator, Gardiner Weeks, was
chosen a week ago. The voting to-day was
follows;
Clerk—Wm. H. Usher,

a

To Close

very line line of Spring

BOYS,

MEN and

v/orhshops and in the best possible manner ; these
being lirst-class in every way, all wool
goods
material, durable linings and trimmings, and superior workmanship,
fit and finish; sizes from S!) to 44 breast measure, and prices ranging
We cordially invite your attention to these
from $8.o<> to $33.00.
goods, feeling confident that all tastes can be satisfied.

ON

Grey

Pauts at

$1.50. Large lot

I'M

BOYS’ sniRT WAISTS, 50 cent quality,

at

SMALL SIZES.

only 35 cents each.

GREAT BARGAINS IN BOYS’ ANO CHILDREN’S SHITS.
marked down front
Men’s Black Worsted Frock Suits only $10.00 ;
$15.00 and $17.00. Sniiill sizes.

Biddeford.

Democrats
carried every ward to-day and elected their
mayor, Samuel F. Parcher. by 352 majority
over Lucius H. Kendall, the Republican can-

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

didate.

Skowhegan.
Skowhegan, March 8.—Skowhegan held
its annual town meeting to-day. Abel Prescott, S. F. Steward and F. P. Packard were
elected selectmen; Geo. S. Webb, clerk; A.

The
treasurer—all Republicans.
town officers reported a net balance in the
treasury of about $3800.

FINANCIAL.

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Branch Office, for the purchase and sale on commission of all Bonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York Chicago,Philadelphia or Baltimore
a

Exchanges.
Stocks purchased for Cash or carried on margin.
A private wire connects the two offices, and we
are also connected with New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.

Members of new York and Boston Stock Ex-

changes.
The quotations and the current stock news of
the day will be bulletined at the office of Messrs.

Jai.ll

as

(Rep.) 376; Geo. P.

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

Ayer, (Dem.) 262.
Treasurer—Stephen Hlnkley, (Rep.) 376; John
8. Leavitt, (Dem.) 262.
Selectmen, &e.—Republicans, Lewis McLellan

377, Charles E. Jordan 377, Isaac L. Johnson
370; Democrats, Levi H. Beau 266, John W. Jordan 264, Van W. Carle 287.
Auditor—John H. Card, (Rep.) 369; Win. D.
Hellen, (Dem.) 269.
Collector—Chas. E. Johnson, (Rep.) 366; Fred
C. Phlnney, (Dem.) 270.
The town voted to rats* six thousand one

hundred and ninety-eight dollars, an error in
the State tax for the years 1885-6, this sum
to he held by the town until properly called
for by an act of tho next legislature legalizing
the raising and ass ssingof the same. It

Fundsconstantlyon hand.
eodtf
octl

From the Bankrupt Stock of a Boston Retail Stationer we
have purchased the most desirable portion of the Writing
Paper and Envelopes. The quanfity being large and wishing to dispose of it at once have made the price very low and
shall commence the sale To-Day. Among many desirable
bargains will be:
Imperial Octavo, ruled, 120 sheets for 16 cents.
Franconia Commercial Note, ruled, 120 sheets for 16cents.
Extra quality Packet, ruled, 70 sheets for 16 cents.
Large Heavy Composition, ruled, 50 sheets for 16 cents.
Full letter size, Carew & Co.’s brand, 48 sheets for 20
cents.
Extra quality Smooth Linen Bond, 120 sheets for 36 cents.
Onion Skin Bond, pure linen, 130 sheets for 36 cents.
Billet Euvelopes, White, 10 packages for 30 cents,
W hite Envelopes to fit Commercial size paper, 38 cents for
ten packages.
Buff Envelopes, large size, 38 cents for ten packages.
Envelopes to fit all paper at very low prices.

j

—

NEGOTIATED BY

BONDS

—

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Co.
Bearing

Meven Per Cent Iniereat.
—

FOB BALE BY

H.

WILLIAM

—

EMERY,

1N8 middle filreet, Portland.
Below are the names of a few Savings Banks In
New England who hold a large amount
of these securities:
Rhode Island Hospital TrustCo., Providence, R. I.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. People’s Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N. H. Keene Savings
Bank. Keene, N.H. NashuaSavings Bank. Nashua,
N. H. Littleton Savings Bank, Littleton, N. H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.
d2m»
Janl2

it

More
by the Hhowaller mortgage Co
than fifty Savings Banks in New Hampshire,
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies. Societies and Individuals are
investing in this class of securities. I all or
address Tor illustrated pamphlet,

7

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent,
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST„ PORTLAND, ME.
ddra*

inarO

EDUCATIONAL.

ANNUAL SALE MENDED GLOVES.

'Mid School of Stenography.

we shall continue our regular Annual Sale
of Gloves which have been laid aside during the
past year. This will include gloves for Ladies,
Men and Children, and are really all Best Quality
Goods, which we guarantee and take back on acThe prices
count of some slight imperfection.
will range front 25 to 75 cents.

To-Day

eommittee are Republican.
MARRIAGES.
In China, Feb. 17, Frank D. Healey of Indian
Territory and Miss Frank B. Dow of China.
in West Dresden, Feb. 23, Harry Houdiette and
Miss Julia E. Simpsou.
In Augusta, Feb. 22, Clias. P. Greene and Mrs.
Annie V. Butterfield.
In Boston. March 2, Frederic Gorham and Miss
Julia Carney, botli of West Dresden.

instructed in

Stenography
thoroughly
and type-writing in the briefest time consisPUPILS
tent with
speed gained with each

thoroughness;

given u.y and evening.
MISS A. L. SAWYER,
537 Congress St., Brown Block, Portland, Me.
eodtf
dee29

lesson.

Lessons

WESTBROOK SEMINARY
—

AND

—

FEMALE COLLECE.
SPRING TERM WILL BEGINMONDAY, MARCH 22d.

DEATHS.
In this city*, March 8, Ellen F.. wlfo of Francis
Fessenden.
[Funeral on Thursday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
at residence, No. 73 Deering street.
In tills city, March 8, Ernest W„ oldest son of
Frank W. aiid Aunie R. Dearborn, aged 5 years
6 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon 2 o’clock, at
No. 67 Lincoln street.
At Turner’s Island, March 8, Luther Robinson
aged 60 years 2 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
from his late residence.
In Sherman, Feb. 21, Frederick Wren, aged 64
years II months II days.
in Readfield, Feb. 23, Mrs. Frank 0. Neal, aged
about 30 years.
In Pittston, Feb. 22, Hiram R. Smith, aged 42
years 10 months.
In Hancock, Feb. 21, Leonora Walker, aged 22
years 3 months.

Nledicine

Everybody needs and should take a good spring
medicine, for tw o reasons:
1 st, The body Is now more susceptible to benefit
medicine than at any other season.
2d, The impurities which have accumulated in
the blood should be expelled, aud the svstem
given tone and strength, before the prostrating
effects of warm weather are felt.
from

Sarsaparilla

Is the best spring medicine for everybody.
It
It
purifies the blood. It sharpens the appetite.
tones the digestion. It overcomes debility.
It
builds up the whole system. Try It this spring.
"When I bought Hood’s Sarsaparilla I made a
investment oi one dollar in medicine for tiie
rst time. It has driven off rheumatism and improved aiy appetite so much that my boarding
mistreee says I must keep it locked up or she will
be obliged to raise, my hoard with everv other
boarder that takes Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” Thomas
Bvbrell, 99 Tillary St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

good

Tones and Strengthens.

"When in the spring 1 felt all run down aud
debilitated, I found Hood’s Sarsaparilla just the
medicine to build me up.
My wife also, after
much physical prostration, found in its use new
life and lasting benefit. Upon our little girl, who
had been sick with scarlet fever, its effect was
marvelous, entirely removing the poison .rom her
blood and restoring her to good health.” E. G.
Stratton, Swampscott, Mass.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD ® CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

100 Doses One Dollar.

(iarwlynrm

ADVERTISEMENTS.

th«t.ransfArand rlolivorv of
are forbidden by law.

anv nrnn.

erty by them
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtors,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of their estate, will be held at a Court of
Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room, in
said Portland, on the fifth day of April A. D. 188G,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writH. R. SARGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
marU&lG
anyone having a good
piano to sell or rent on reasonable terms,
please address OSGOOD SMITH, 105 State St.,

WANTED—Piano;

City.9-1

gentleman who wants his
old overcoat or suit repaired or cleansed to
look like new, at a reasonable price, to go to
9-1
FRED W. GROSSTPCK. 26G Middle St.

WANTED—Every

cash, very cheap, a Portland
WANTED—For
Cutter. Address, stating price, this office

MARQUAND._

WANTED—Young

to do general
Brackett St.,

capable girl
house work. Inquire at 120
WANTED—A
10 a.
and 2

We shall open To>day two Job
35 cents that

PAPER

lots at 13 1-3 and

HANKS
—

AT

—

REDUCED PRICES.

offer a large variety of

GILT AD MEDIUM PAPERS
—

AT

9-1

LET- Desk room and one-half of office,
Included.
9-1
Apply
as
clerk
in
a store.
man
ANTED—A young
9-1
A. K. P. LORD, West Buxton, Me.

24 Plum St.; vault and steam
TONo.at once.
Room 1, No. 24 Plum Bt.

W~

Air ANTED—A good pant maker, at FRED
9-1
\\ IV. URQSSTUOK, 289 Middle St.

fifty beautiful patterns.

—

CLOTHING!

-AND—

BUTTONS
In large variety just received.

CLOSED OUT IN 30 DAYS Feather

Trimmings

—AT—

—

Less than Manufacturers' Prices. 230-MIDDLE ST-230
100 Wool Overcoats from
$3 to $ 9.00
Men's Wool Suits from
5
11.00
2
5.00
Boys
Age 11 to 17
150 Odd Coats, Sacks and Frocks 1.50"
3.00
150 Odd Vests from.22
1.00
200 prs. Pants from.75
2.75
Blue and Fancy Shirts, all Wool,
$1.00 eaoh.
Contoocook Shirts and Drawers, all Wool, .50 each.

in 15

new

shades, 33 1-3 per cent
prices. One lot of

less than former

...

These are very desirable poods and can
last but a few days. It will pay you to
see them while the assortment is pood.
TVe are now opening Spring Patterns
and shall show the

LARGEST AND FINEST STOCK
-OF

Room

—

Papers

ever seen

in this

city.

CEILING DECORATIONS A SPECIALTY.
Estimates given and competent
workmen furnished.

H. J. BAILEY & CO,

"

Prices never approached before,
and sale will continue until stock
is closed. Store open from 7 a. m.
to 9 p. m.

230-Middle St.-230
dlw-teodtf

mar5

PRINTS.
We shall offer for sale to-day and all
this week a new lot of extra desirable
styles of Seersucker Prints at only 5 1-2
cents per yard.

Print

Wrappers

for sale in

our

Cloak Rooms.

Marked Down Cloaks

30-DAYS MORE-30

CUTLERY
—

AT

—

Lower Prices Than Ever.
Having arranged

to defer my departure
iieaver to still further

REDUCE
Until

I shall en-

MY STOCK.

April l.t, 1880, goods almost At lour
Own Price rather than move them.

THIS IS THE LAST CALL!
Come and socuro bargains, for such an opportunity happens but once hi a ltfe-tiine.
“A Word to the Wine is Sufficient.''

1

marl

LOW' PRICES CONTINUED.
Our customers

are so

well

We guarantee finest of work, both in Plain mm
Colored Photographs, at most reasonable rates.
Call and see our mammoth show of Large Plain

Photographs.

feblTdtf

Uustom

with the bar
clearance sale, j
have decld-

pleased

gahiswc have given them In our
and have bought so liberally, that
ed to add several lots of

5U CONGRESS ST., Portland.

SLEIGHS.
I invito people wanting

a

first-class Sleigh to call

ami

EXAMINE MY STOCK.
I have some

Light Fancy Trotting Sleighs

diode. Miefft. Shop
Clrokru Mize.,

we

Worn

a

at Reasonable Prices
good

Sieigh for $65.00, That

Can't Be Beat!

E.

.

WHITNEY,

91 Preble St.,

cor.

dec4dtf

Lincoln St.,

■>ORTI.A.’VD„7IR.

PURSE SEINES!
Wc Hold a Liberal Stock

Stow &

Hadley

PURSE SEINE' NETTING

and can respond for pans
whole seines immediately.

Gloucester kUi line

or

Co.,

00 Commercial St., ttoston.

mar 4

eod2w

ASK FOR THE

W. L. DOUGLAS
Best material, perfect fit, equals any 5 or

®very pair warranted. Take
"W. L. Douglas’ *3.00
Shoe, warranted.” Congress, Button and Lace.
If you cannot get these
shoes from dealers, send
address on postal card
to W. L. Douglas, Brockton, Mass.

none

unless

and

and continue the half price sale all this month
We have some excellent bargains, especially in
ladles' .mall size boots and slippers: also a greet
variety for children’s wear

M.C. PALMER I
feb20

C

dtf

BOOT AND SHOES.1
Photographer,

tf

Business

CHAS.
BROS. 263 Middle St.,HEHR,
Portland,

mar8___c|3t

marG

I will warrant all my sleighs to be made of good
stock and the best of work.

Sale to-day at

RINES

Many other goods at very low
prices at

amt

190 and 192 Middle Street.

NEW SEERSUCKER

50c. Corsets at 25c.

[^“Charles Perry will occupy store 181 Middle
St. about April 1st, with a stock of clothing and
furnishing goods.

inai'4(12\v

9-1

_____

OF

and belonging to the late E. E. McKenney, to be

rooms can

SAEE—Two pairs of clamp roller skates,
Address X. R.,

—

H. J. BAILEY & CO, “BY
WATER,”
Successors to Marrett, Bailey & Co,

20-2

FOK
$3 per pair; size 9 and 10.
this office.

DAMAGED STOCK

will exceed anything offered this
prices. There are

season at the

By the Late Fire,

good
securedat Perry’s
reasonable rates;
PEKBY’8
also table boarders accommodated.
HOTEL-Some
at

—

HAMBURGS.

will invest 82000 In a satAddress

St._

ADDRESS

PEERING, .VIE.d3w

feb27

m._ _9-1

WANTED—Party
lsfactoiy business with services.
151 Federal

—

JAS. P. WESTON, President,

9-1

man and wife want board;
please state price. Address BOARD, this
office.9-1

(lit

inarO

of all grades

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of CumberMarch 8, A. D. 1886.
land, State oi Maine.
In case of ORIN L. FRANK and HENRY A.
and
as copartners, doing
FRANK, individually
name ol
business under the firm
FRANK
Disolvent
Debtors.
BROTHERS,
is to give notice, that on the eighth
day of March, A. D. 1886. a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
Judge of the Court of Insolvency lor said County
of Cumberland, against the estates of said
ORIN L. FRANK and said HENRY A. FRANK,
individually and as copartners as aforesaid,
petition ol
adjudged to be Insolvent Debtors, on
said Debtors, which petition was filed on the
eighth day of March A. D. 1886. to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payments of any debts to or by said

be

NTBEET, Portland.
lanldtl

iqinni.R

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON

Farmington.

now

—

PER CENT BOM GUARANTEED

Moderator—H. H. Richards.
Clerk—I. W. Merrill.
Selectmen—E. J. Dyar, S. G. Craig, F. C. Perkins.
K. S. Committee—Mrs. L. M. Ames.
Treasurer—P. P. Tutts.

Q*

194

January 1,1884.

Collector—A. J. Cilley.
School Committee—A. A. Fletcher.
The town voted no with one exception to
loan the credit of the county for ten thousand
dollars to build a jailer’s house in Belfast.

p.

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 5s
6s
P. & O. R. K

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
No.

Lincolnville.

in,

IT

B OND S
Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Anson.4s

also

msro

Banks and Trust

Savings

for

WRITING PAPER.

The Lincolnville town meeting was held
to-day, and officers elected as follows:
Moderator—G. W. Young.
Clerk—A. W. Knights.
Selectmen—G. \V. Young, A. H. Miller, John F.
Mahoney.
Agent—G. W. Young.
Treasurer—A. A. Knight.

between

dtf

SWAN & BARRETT,

dtf

school committee; Hiram Brewster, (Dem.)
school committee.

J. P.

Bankers, Boston, Itlass.

186 MIDDLE STREET.

second selectman, Citizens and Democrat,
108 majority over P. B. Cooper, Republican,
and J. W. Thorndike, Independent Demo-

nnrl

Fxc-linuge Mu.

W. C. WARE, Manager.

endorsed by Democrats town clerk with
little opposition: T. A. Hunt, first selectman,
(Democrat) majority 212 over J. P. Wellman,
Knights of Labor and Citizens; F. II. Shaw,

NEW

Portland

our

Bankers and Brokers

Camden, March 8.—The largest town
meeting in eight years was held to-day. G.
F. Burgess, Republican, was chosen moderThe election reator without opposition.
sulted : J. C. Paul, Ciitzens’ candidate, and

aprl

established at the offee of

255 Middle St., Portland, Me.
marii

Emery,

Hood’s

Cdgp, 111 store

RICHARDSON, HILL & CO.,

Biddefohd, March 8.—The

Spring

J

ICdgr

The Flour may be examined previous to the sale.
F.O. BAIL BY A. CO., Auctioneers.
d5t
mar»

Cor. middle and

STRICTL Y ONE PRICE.

years.

Labor, auditor,

(till

correspondents.

Men’s all wool

VESTS MARKED DOWN TO ONLY $1.00 EACH.

have carried four of the seven wards
entire as usual and have gained an alderman
and one councilman inward seven which had
been solidly Democratic for seven or eight

of

—ALSO—
Bbls. Patent Flour, (tilt
No. 2 Galt Block.

We have

All Wool Canada

cans

Wooster, Knights

j

I'M Bbl«. Patent Flour,

Men’s and Young Men’s Pants and Vests. STOCKS.

tering. Republican plurality 525. Last year
the Republican plurality was 108.
Bangor.
Baxgor, March 8.—The city election today passed off quietly. Hon. E. B. Nealley,
the Republican candidate for mayor, received 1628; White (Dem.) 1138, Nealley’s majority 490. Last year his majority was 126. The
Republican vote fell off from last year 179
and the Democratic vote 540. The Republi-

crat; Daniel Andrews, third selectman,
Knights of Labor, 180 majority over J. P.
Simonton, Democrat; W. H. Pascal, Democrat, treasurer, 108 majority over ,J. W.
Bowers, Knights of Labor and Citizens.
Party lines were much broken. The Knights
of Labor nomination was by only onq assembly, consequently not united. Orris B.

Concern.

u

8ATUKDAY next, March 13, at 11 o’clock,
we shall sell to the highest bhhlsr. without
reserve, at Central Warehouse No. 4 Galt Block.
I'M Bbls. Patent Flour “Bed A.’’

We offer about 50 LIGHT WEIGHT OVERCOATS carried from
last Fall at from $3.00 to $8.00 UNDER REGUEAR PRICES. These
bargains can last but a few days. Special Bargains in

received 1053 votes, and Fuller (Dem.) received 528 votes, with thirty-five votes scat-

G.

on TUESDAY, March 9th. at 10
▼ Y
o’clock a. in., the stock of A. B. Stephenson, No. 185 Commercial street, damaged in the
recent tire, consisting of Blocks. Kinging. Iron
work, Oars. &c. Also Office Furniture, Desks.
Safes and Scales. Terms cash.
V. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*,
dlt
mar 9

FLOUR AT AUCTION!

our own
we can recommend as

Republican majority ever cast in a contest
for municipal officers in Augusta. Mr. Macombor, the Republican candidate for mayor

TV>V»tnr«

And

wholesale house
Overcoats for

GENTLEMEN, YOUNG

Augusta, March 8.—The election for
mayor, aldermen and couneiliuen in this city
took place to-day, and resulted in the largest

THIS

Harbor Master’s Report.

Frcm the harbor master’s report

our

HY AUCTION.

lira shall sell

made in

citations._

case

We have received from

Augusta.

Overture—Fingalsliohle.Mendelssohn

the
and

Adjourned.

SPRING OVERCOATS!

Moderator—Robert M. Stevens.
Clerk—Willie F. Ferguson.
Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the
Poor—Amos L. Allen, James H. Littlefield, Thus.
G. Hall.
Treasurer—Charles H. Tripp.
Agentr-Charles B. Brooks.
Auditor—Sylvester Littlefield.

MALEM.

Ship Chandlery Stock I

Camden

OVER THE GARDEN WALL.

The

BARGAINS

CHOICE

Alfred.
[Special to the Press.]
Alfred, March 8.—At the annual town
meeting held here to-day, the Republicans
were successful, electing their whole ticket
Last year the
as below by 20 majority.
Democrats carried the town. There was no
contest over the moderator:

DRAMA!

“Over the Garden Wall,” which llias been
seen here before, and has established itself
as a favorite, was the attraction at the Portland Theatre last night.
There was a large
audience. Mr. ami Mrs. George S. Knight
assumed the leading laughing parts. The

and Aldermen.

Mayor,

pnmmitfAA

MUSIC AND

me vicnv

read the records of the votes for Mayor at
the last election, showing that Mr. Charles J.
Chapman received a majority of 1008 votes.
Alderman Sawyer, Messrs. Hobbs and McGowan were appointed to request the presence of the Mayor-elect, and they returned,
followed by Mayor Deering, Mayor-elect
Chapman and Kev. F. T. Bayley of State
street church.
Clerk Burgess administered
the oath of office to the Mayor and memberselect of the City Council, and Mr. Bayley of.
fered prayer.
The Mayor then delivered
his inaugural address, which will be found
in another column, after which the convention dissolved.

pointed

—

were

same.

Vancouver.

Depth.

Inauguration of the City Council of
1880*87.

AUCTION

A0VE BTISEHE*T».

VKW

also voted to celebrate the one hundred
and fiftieth anniversary of the settlement of
the town which will oecur next May.
was

eod8w

i
j»uM

eod3m

